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ABSTRACT
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices have exhibited unique capabilities to meet the demands
for many applications due to the inherent properties of SAW devices and piezoelectric materials.
In particular, SAW devices have been adapted as sensors that can be configured to operate both
passively and wirelessly. SAW sensors can be operated in harsh environmental extremes where
typical sensor technologies are not able to operate. Because the sensors are passive, a radio
transceiver is required to interrogate the sensor and receive the reflected response that has been
modulated by the SAW device. This dissertation presents the design of a passive, wireless SAW
OFC strain sensor and software defined radio (SDR) interrogator.
A SAW strain sensor has been designed and tested using orthogonal frequency coding (OFC)
on YZ-LiNbO3. OFC for SAW devices has been previously developed at UCF and provides both
frequency and time diversity in the RFID code as well as providing processing gain to improve the
sensor SNR. Strain effects in SAW devices are discussed and two sensor embodiments are
developed. The first embodiment is a cantilever structure and provides insight on how strain effects
the SAW device. The second embodiment bonds the SAW die directly to a test structure to measure
the strain on the structure. A commercial wired foil strain gage provides a performance comparison
and shows that the wireless SAW sensor performs comparably.
A commercial-off-the-shelf SDR platform has been employed as the SAW sensor interrogator.
The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) is available in many embodiments and is capable
of operation of to 6GHz and up to 160MHz of bandwidth. In particular, the USRP B200 is utilized
as the RF transceiver platform. Custom FPGA modifications are discussed to fully utilize the
iii

USRP B200 bandwidth (56MHz) and synchronize the transmit and receive chains. External
hardware has also been introduced to the B200 to improve RF performance, all of which are
incorporated into a custom enclosure. Post-processing of the SAW sensor response is
accomplished in Python using a matched filter correlator routine to extract sensor information. The
system is demonstrated by interrogating wireless OFC SAW temperature and strain sensors at
915MHz.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices have exhibited unique capabilities to meet the demands
for many applications due to the inherent properties of SAW devices and piezoelectric materials.
In particular, SAW devices have been adapted as sensors that can be configured to operate both
passively and wirelessly. Many sensing applications benefit from, if not require, a wireless sensor
embodiment. For instance, wireless sensors may be implanted in the body for monitoring of
biological function, thus avoiding invasive wired techniques [1, 2]. Structural health monitoring
(SHM) applications also benefit from wireless sensor technologies because of moving or rotating
parts or where wire weight and routing may be a concern [3, 4]. SAW devices can also be operated
in harsh environmental extremes where typical sensor technologies may not be able to operate.
The SAW substrate can be chosen for applications with temperature extremes ranging from
cryogenic to +600°C [5, 6]. Additionally, SAW devices have been shown to be able to operate in
environments where ionizing radiation may be present [7]. SAW devices make an excellent
passive, wireless sensing platform for these many reasons. While many challenges exist in the
sensor design, a wireless transceiver is also required to communicate with the sensors which
presents its own challenges.
A wireless SAW sensor system requires both the sensor and wireless interrogation system
(wireless RFID tag reader) to operate. The transceiver transmits an interrogation signal, which is
modulated and reflected by the SAW sensor, and then receives the response for post-processing.
Interrogation of passive, wireless sensor tags pose many unique challenges, particularly in a
research environment. As sensor designs evolve, so too must the wireless interrogation system
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(passive tag reader). Typical interrogator design requires many discrete components, many of
which must be replaced or reconfigured manually to be compatible with the sensor specifications.
This often necessitates complex, custom interrogator designs or the utilization of a network
analyzer, both of which have many drawbacks in terms of cost, data acquisition speed, and the
ability to be reconfigured. Software defined radios (SDR), on the other hand, are now available as
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) units that are capable of very wide bandwidth and tuning
through a wide frequency range. Many operational parameters of the SDR, such as gain, center
frequency, and bandwidth, can be rapidly reconfigured in software, rather than modifying
hardware.
This dissertation presents the development of a passive, wireless SAW strain sensor and
software defined radio interrogator. A complete system is developed which includes the SAW
strain sensor, wireless interrogation system based on SDR, and post-processing software to extract
sensor information. Chapter 2 presents background information for SAW sensors as well as
software defined radio.
The wireless SAW strain sensor experiments and designs are given in Chapter 3. Two strain
sensing embodiments are explored. The first examines a SAW device cantilever approach and
analyzes time delay changes in the SAW device as they are related to applied strain on the device.
The second embodiment bonds the SAW die directly to a test structure to measure the strain on
the structure and measures frequency shifts on the SAW device. Both designs utilize orthogonal
frequency coding (OFC) to provide a unique RFID and provide processing gain to improve the
SNR of the received sensor signal.
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Chapter 4 presents the SDR implementation as a SAW sensor interrogator. The Universal
Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) B200 SDR, from Ettus Research™, is employed as the
transceiver. Custom FPGA modifications are presented to fully utilize the USRP B200 bandwidth
(56MHz) and provide time synchronization to the transmit and receive chains. External hardware
has also been introduced to the B200 to improve RF performance, all of which are incorporated
into a custom enclosure. Post-processing of the SAW sensor response is accomplished in the
Python programming language using a matched filter correlator routine to extract sensor
information.
Demonstration of the USRP SDR interrogator is given in Chapter 5 by interrogating wireless
temperature and strain SAW sensors at 915 MHz. The SAW sensor device designs are discussed
and optimizations to the design are explored. Both the temperature and strain sensors are
considered individually and then both types are interrogated simultaneously in a multi-sensor
environment.
Finally, the results from this dissertation are discussed in Chapter 6. Consideration is given for
future improvements to both the SAW strain sensor and SDR interrogator.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
The system developed in this dissertation is comprised of passive, wireless SAW sensors, an
SDR based interrogation system, and a host computer for processing the received sensor data. An
illustration of the system concept is shown in Figure 2-1. This chapter presents the relevant
background information on passive, wireless SAW sensors, strain sensing, software defined radios,
orthogonal frequency coding, and the matched filter correlator post-processing.

Figure 2-1: Illustration of a passive, wireless sensor system. The system is comprised of an interrogation unit
(passive tag reader), passive sensor tags, and a computer for post-processing.

2.1

Passive, Wireless SAW Sensors

SAW devices are an attractive sensor platform due to many inherent properties of SAW
devices and material characteristics. In a wireless configuration, the SAW platform can combine
the RFID code and sensing method into a single device embodiment. SAW sensors have the ability
for passive operation, requiring no batteries or energy harvesting methods. Instead, the SAW
sensor is designed in a one port configuration where the sensor response is a reflection of some
interrogation signal (similar to an S11 measurement). The device may be designed such that an
external stimulus, such as temperature or strain, may modulate the frequency, phase, delay, or
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amplitude of the sensor response. A variety of device embodiments, including resonant, delay line,
and CDMA tags, have demonstrated passive, wireless operation on SAW devices [8-10].
In many ways, the wireless SAW sensing tag can be thought of as a cooperative RADAR target
[11]. An interrogation signal is transmitted, the SAW device modulates and reflects the
interrogation signal, and the received response is processed at the receiver. The standard RADAR
equation describing the power received by the RADAR system is generally written as [12]:

𝑃𝑟 =

𝑃𝑡 ∙ 𝐺 2 ∙ 𝜆2 ∙ 𝜎
(4𝜋)3 ∙ 𝐿𝑠 ∙ 𝑅 4

(2.1)

Where 𝑃𝑡 is the transmitted power, 𝐺 is the antenna gain, 𝜆 is the wavelength, 𝜎 is the target
RADAR cross-section, 𝐿𝑠 is system loss (which includes the RADAR hardware and path loss),
and 𝑅 is the range to the target. Many of these terms are analogous in a wireless SAW sensor
system, while some terms must be modified to account for other characteristics of the SAW sensor
such as the SAW sensor antenna (separate from the interrogator) and the SAW sensor insertion
loss. A modified RADAR equation can be employed to estimate the received power from the SAW
tag [13]

𝑃𝑟 =

𝑃𝑡 ∙ 𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑊 2 ∙ 𝐺𝐼𝑁𝑇 2 ∙ 𝜆2
(4𝜋)3 ∙ 𝐿𝑆 ∙ 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑊 ∙ 𝑅 4

(2.2)

New terms have been introduced to account for the antenna gain of the SAW sensor (𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑊 ) and
interrogator (𝐺𝐼𝑁𝑇 ). 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑊 has also been introduced to account for the insertion loss of the SAW
sensor. The RADAR cross-section term, 𝜎, has been replaced by the SAW sensor antenna gain
and SAW sensor insertion loss.
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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received SAW sensor response determines the
maximum wireless range of the sensor or the precision of the SAW sensor measurements [14, 15].
Noise interferers reduce the SNR and can be caused by background thermal noise, man-made
jamming noise, and inter-sensor interference [16]. The SNR, therefore, can be improved in a
number of ways by adjusting terms of Equation 2.2 or by averaging multiple sensor interrogations.
For instance, the received power, 𝑃𝑟 , can be increasing by increasing the transmit power, choosing
a higher gain antenna for the SAW sensor or the interrogator, reducing system losses, reducing
SAW device insertion loss, or by reducing the range between the sensor and interrogator. Another
option is to utilize coherent or non-coherent integration techniques to average out any random
noise sources [12].

2.2

Orthogonal Frequency Coding (OFC)

Orthogonal frequency coding (OFC) is a spread spectrum coding technique that has been
applied to SAW devices for improved processing gain, enhanced wireless jamming immunity, and
to provide a unique identification code (RFID) to each sensor [17]. The OFC basis set assumes the
forms given by:
𝑁

ℎ1 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ cos (
𝑛=0

2𝑛𝜋𝑡
𝑡
) ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ( )
𝜏
𝜏

(2.3)

or
𝑀

(2𝑚 + 1) ∙ 𝜋𝑡
𝑡
ℎ2 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚 ∙ cos (
) ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ( )
𝜏
𝜏
𝑚=0
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(2.4)

where the rectangular gating function is defined as:

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑥) = {

1, |𝑥| ≤ 0.5
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(2.5)

Each cosine term in the summations represents a time gated sinusoid whose local center
frequencies are given by:

𝑓𝑛 =

𝑛
(2𝑚 + 1)
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑚 =
𝜏
2𝜏

(2.6)

In the frequency domain, the time gated sinusoids are sampling functions with center frequencies
given by Equation 2.6 and null bandwidths of 2𝜏 −1 . The product 𝑓𝑛 ∙ 𝜏 must be an integer to satisfy
the orthogonality condition, which requires an integer number of wavelengths at frequency 𝑓𝑛 .
OFC can be utilized in SAW devices using an array of periodic reflector gratings (chips). The
simplest design would place each chip in a discrete time slot and have each chip located
sequentially in time [18]. An illustration of this concept is shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2: Illustration of a SAW sensor RFID tag with orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) reflectors. An input
signal (red) is input and a response echo (blue) is reflected by the OFC chip array (right). The SAW transducer
(left) is attached to an antenna for wireless operation.

Orthogonality of the SAW Bragg reflectors is maintained by choosing a constant chip length, 𝜏𝑐 ,
and changing the number of electrodes in each chip. This is defined by:
𝑁𝑗 = 𝜏𝑐 ∙ 𝑓𝑗
7

(2.7)

where 𝑁𝑗 is the electrode count of the jth reflector (an integer number of half carrier cycles) and 𝑓𝑗
is the local chip frequency. 𝜏𝑐 and 𝑁𝑗 may be chosen arbitrarily, based on the design constraints of
the SAW device and sensor system, and the local chip frequencies can be calculated. An example
of a 4 chip OFC set is shown in Figure 2-3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-3: Illustration of a 4 chip OFC set in the time (a) and frequency (b) domains. The chips are shown
sequentially in time here, but they can be shuffled for another degree of coding. The peaks of each chip in
frequency align with the nulls of all the other chips.

2.3

Strain Sensors (Strain Gages)

Before the advent of modern strain sensing and simulation techniques, it was necessary to
design complex structures and machinery using an empirical approach. The ability of materials to
support a specific load or stress was not well understood [19]. This lead to designs that were often
over engineered to be able to satisfactorily meet a design specification without failure. If a part did
fail, the area of failure was reinforced until the failure mode no longer presented itself. Often, this
leads to overly complex, and thus, expensive designs. Better understanding of materials and design
limitations could be had if the intensity of stress on a body under some external load could be
8

determined. In fact, a strain measurement can determine the average intensity of such a stress via
the application of Hooke’s law, which states that strain is linearly proportional to stress:
E=

σ
ε

(2.8)

where E is the modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus), σ is the stress, and ε is the strain. Stress
is expressed in units of force per unit area, commonly pounds per square inch or newtons per
square meter. Strain is defined as the fractional change in length of the structure:

ε=

Δ𝐿
𝐿

(2.9)

where 𝐿 is the non-deformed length of the structure and Δ𝐿 is the change in length due to an applied
force. Strain is unit-less and is typically expressed in terms of micro-strains (Strain×10-6). Many
common materials maintain a constant ratio of stress to strain over a linear, proportional limit.
Structural fatigue and failure may occur outside of this limit and therefore necessary to employ a
strain sensor or strain gauge to accurately measure the stress and strain state of a structure under
load.
Many sensing embodiments have been developed to measure strain. By far the most common
and widely employed is the bonded resistive foil strain gage [19]. The device is bonded to a
structure under test with a bonding cement or epoxy. The sensing element is a thin filament or
metallic foil mounted on a plastic or paper substrate. As the device is strained, the resistance of
the foil increases or decreases, which can be used to indicate strain. An illustration of such a device
is shown in Figure 2-4:
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of a resistive foil strain gage. Strain in the longitudinal direction cause changes in
resistance that can be measured. These gages are typically used in a Wheatstone bridge configuration to be able
to measure the gage resistance with very high precision.

The sensitivity of strain gages is often defined by the gage factor (GF), which, for a resistive strain
gage is:
Δ𝑅⁄
𝑅
GF =
𝜀

(2.10)

where Δ𝑅⁄𝑅 is the fractional resistance change due to strain. The change is resistance is due to two
effects. The first is geometric effects where the strain gage shape is physically changing with strain.
The second are changes in material resistivity with applied strain. Geometric effects typically
dominate in a resistive foil strain gage as the fractional change in resistivity of metals are usually
small [20]. The gage factor is a measure of a strain gage’s sensitivity to strain. For a resistive foil
strain gage, the gage factor is ~2, although this various with the metallic film [19]. While these
gages have the advantage of their small size, low mass, and are very cheap to manufacture, they
also have disadvantages of fairly low sensitivity and require 3-4 wires per sensor.
Other technologies have become popular for strain sensing applications. Semiconducting
materials also exhibit sensitivity to strain as the resistivity of many semiconducting materials
changes with mechanical loading of the substrate [21, 22]. These materials exhibit what is known
10

as the piezo-resistive effect [23]. Gage factors of ~200 are typical for these type of sensors, making
them much more sensitive than metallic foil strain gages. The change is material resistivity is the
dominant trait and many characteristics of the sensor can be accurately controlled via doping or
material orientation [24]. The designs for piezo-resistive sensors can be complex, though,
depending on the sensor embodiment. Fiber optic strain gages have also been demonstrated for a
variety of applications [25, 26]. Small sections of a fiber optic cable have a series of Bragg reflector
gratings etched into them. The frequency of the reflected signal is sensitive to strain and can be
measured. Many sensors can be incorporated into a single fiber run and over very long distances.
Although optical strain gages have these many advantages, the gage factor is low, typically <1,
and interrogation systems are expensive and complex [27].

2.3.1

SAW Strain Sensors

Many SAW substrates exhibit sensitivity to strain applied to the device. The stiffness
coefficients of the anisotropic substrate will be affected by strain. This manifests as an apparent
velocity shift in the SAW device. This velocity shift can be exploited to measure applied strain via
time delay or frequency shifts in the SAW device response. Both resonant and delay line SAW
strain sensor embodiments have been explored by various groups [28-30]. SAW strain sensors
have found applications including fastener failure detection, torque measurements, and pressure
sensors [31-33].
To fully describe the internal stresses and strains of an anisotropic material, such as the crystals
used for SAW substrates, a tensor is required to describe the stiffness of the material in every
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orientation. The stress of a unit element of an anisotropic material has nine components of stress
must be specified such that:
𝜎11
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = [𝜎21
𝜎31

𝜎12
𝜎22
𝜎32

𝜎13
𝜎23 ]
𝜎33

(2.11)

The first index, 𝑖, indicates the direction of the applied stress while 𝑗 references the direction of
the resultant stress. The tensor form of Hooke’s Law can be written as:
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ∙ 𝜀𝑘𝑙

(2.12)

where 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is a specific stiffness tensor of the substrate material. Equation 2.12 can then be written
fully with the stiffness matrix to describe a given material:
𝜎11
𝑐11
𝜎22
𝑐12
𝜎33
𝑐13
𝜎23 = 𝑐14
𝜎13
𝑐15
[𝜎12 ] [𝑐16

𝑐12
𝑐22
𝑐23
𝑐24
𝑐25
𝑐26

𝑐13
𝑐23
𝑐33
𝑐34
𝑐35
𝑐36

𝑐14
𝑐24
𝑐34
𝑐44
𝑐45
𝑐46

𝑐15
𝑐25
𝑐35
𝑐45
𝑐55
𝑐56

𝜀11
𝑐16
𝜀22
𝑐26
𝜀33
𝑐36
𝑐46 ∙ 2𝜀23
𝑐56 2𝜀13
𝑐66 ] [2𝜀12 ]

(2.13)

A collapsed subscript notation reduces each pair of subscripts in the stiffness matrix to one number
where 11 → 1, 22 → 2, 33 → 3, 23 → 4, 13 → 5, and 12 → 6. Similarly, the tensor form of
Hooke’s Law can be used to solve for the strain:
𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ∙ 𝜎𝑘𝑙

(2.14)

where 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the inverse compliance matrix of the stiffness matrix. The compliance constants
describe the deformability of a material. Easily deformed materials have large compliance
constants, while rigid materials have small constants.
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As an example, the strain in a SAW device on YZ oriented lithium niobate (YZ-LiNbO3)
cantilever can be calculated for an applied force. The stiffness constants for LiNbO3 have been
characterized by various sources [34]. A set of constants has been chosen for the calculations here
and form the stiffness matrix:
203.1
53
74.2
8.5
0
0
53
203.1 74.2 −8.5
0
0
74.2
74.2 241.3
0
0
0
𝑐𝑠 =
𝐺𝑃𝑎
8.5
−8.5
0
64.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
64.6
8.5
( 0
0
0
0
8.5 75.05)

(2.15)

The compliance matrix is simply the inverse of the stiffness matrix. For LiNbO3, the compliance
matrix is:
5.757
−1.006
−1.461
𝑠𝑠 =
−0.89
0
( 0

−1.006 −1.461
5.757 −1.461
−1.461 5.043
0.89
0
0
0
0
0

−0.89
0
0.89
0
0
0
15.714
0
0
15.714
0
−1.78

0
0
1
0
0
𝐺𝑃𝑎 ∙ 103
−1.78
13.526)

(2.16)

The stress in a rectangular cantilever with a load at the free end of the cantilever can be calculated
by [24]:

T(z, F) =

12 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ (𝐿 − 𝑧) ∙ 𝑦
𝑏 ∙ ℎ3

(2.17)

where T is the stress, 𝐹 is the force applied at the free end of the cantilever, 𝐿 is the length, 𝑦 is
the vertical distance from the center, 𝑏 is the width, ℎ is the thickness, and z is the location of the
stress that is being calculated. These parameters are illustrated in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Dimensions and location of applied force for a rectangular cantilever. The cantilever can be created
with a SAW device die.

Recall that Hook’s law relates stress and strain. Since the stiffness and compliance terms are known
for lithium niobate, then the strain can be calculated on the surface of the SAW die where the
interaction between strain and the surface wave will occur. For this scenario, Equation 2.17
becomes:

T(z, F) =

ℎ
12 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ (𝐿 − 𝑧) ∙ 2

(2.18)

𝑏 ∙ ℎ3

where ℎ will be the substrate thickness, 𝐿 is the distance from the root of the SAW die to where
the force is applied, and 𝑏 is the width of the SAW die. Although the force is being applied in the
crystal y-axis direction, the force is acting along the crystal z-axis and we want to know the
resultant force along the z-axis that will affect the SAW. The compliance term 𝑆33 is chosen to
satisfy these requirements. Substituting Equation 2.18 into Equation 2.14, the strain along the
length of the SAW die cantilever is then:
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𝜀(𝑧, 𝐹) = 𝑠33 ∙

ℎ
12 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ (𝐿 − 𝑧) ∙ 2
𝑏∙

(2.19)

ℎ3

A SAW die was chosen with dimensions ℎ = 0.508𝑚𝑚, 𝐿 = 8.55𝑚𝑚, and 𝑏 = 3.90𝑚𝑚. A
force, 𝐹 = 0.5𝑁, is applied at the free end of the cantilever. The calculation is made to determine
the strain along the length of the die due to the applied force at the end of the cantilever. The results
are given in Figure 2-6 below:

Figure 2-6: Plot comparing the calculated strain on a SAW cantilever using the mechanics solution for
cantilever strain and a finite element model in COMSOL. The cantilever is 8.55mm long and has a force of
0.5N placed on the free end. Both calculations are in good agreement and validate the model built in COMSOL.

A computer FEM simulation made in COMSOL Multiphysics® was also performed and the results
were compared to the calculation. Good agreement is seen between the theory and simulation. This
strain distribution interacts with the SAW, causing a shift in time delay, frequency, or phase. Both
time delay and frequency shifts are discussed in this dissertation in Chapter 3.
15

2.4

Software Defined Radio

Software defined radio (SDR) is a radio communications technology aimed at implementing
typical radio components in software, rather than hardware. Filtering and detection is
accomplished in the digital domain using a general purpose processor (such as a Laptop or Desktop
computer) or FPGA. An SDR should be widely adaptable to many different applications and
operating scenarios [35]. The Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines the
software defined radio as [36]:
“A type of radio in which some or all of the physical layer functions are software defined.”
The intent is that the SDR acts as a general purpose hardware peripheral to convert between RF
and digital baseband samples. A typical SDR implements the ADC/DAC conversion stages along
with the mixing to and from the RF frequencies; post-processing, modulation, filtering, and
detection are relinquished to the digital processor on a host computer or FPGA. The SDR
architecture has proven to be very versatile and has applications have been demonstrated ranging
from RADAR to civilian and military communication platforms [37-39]. An ideal SDR is
illustrated in Figure 2-7:

Figure 2-7: Illustration of the most basic form of a software defined radio. A mixer mixes the RF signal to
baseband where it is sampled and digitized by an ADC. A PC processor or FPGA can then perform filtering,
modulation, and detection DSP on the received samples.
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Much of the original work of software radio is due to a defense project known as Speakeasy
[40, 41]. Military radios had previously been designed and optimized for a single application. The
main objectives of Speakeasy included implementing programmable radio and waveform
functions and allocating functions to digital signal processors (DSPs) instead of specific hardware
when possible. In this way, it would be possible to emulate many types of radios with a single set
of hardware. It became clear, though, that there was no standard or governing agency to coordinate
the effort towards advancing software radio technology for both defense and commercial use. In
1996 the SDR Forum, now known as the Wireless Innovation Forum, was formed to bring together
commercial industry members to develop the technologies to commercialize software radios [42].
SDR technology has advanced rapidly in the recent years both in terms of hardware integration
and software. Commercial-off-the-shelf SDR platforms, such as the USRP, HackRF, and Airspy,
can be purchased by anyone and are relatively inexpensive [43-45]. The RTL-SDR, a receive only
SDR dongle based on the Realtek RTL2832U, can be purchased for as little as $20 USD and has
found use in many applications for hobbyists and industry alike [46]. GNU Radio, an open source
signal processing toolkit, has also undergone major development, supports many SDR hardware
platforms, and is being utilized by hobbyists, researchers, and industry [47]. The coalescence of
direct conversion radio architectures, highly integrated RF frontends, and high speed general
purpose processors and FPGAs have enabled rapid development in the SDR realm.

2.4.1

In-Phase and Quadrature (Complex) Sampling

A typical SDR implements signal processing at baseband (zero-IF) using In-Phase (I) and
Quadrature (Q) sampling (I/Q). The I/Q sampling method is universal in that it allows any
17

modulation scheme to be implemented (FM, AM, QAM, etc.) as well as providing precise
information about the signals (phase, power, etc.). It also eliminates the ambiguity of positive and
negative frequency components which arise from a purely real signal. Each sample consists of an
I component and a Q component. The I component represents the momentary amplitude of the
signal. The Q component represents the momentary amplitude of the signal but phase shifted
by -90°. Together, the I/Q components represent a complex phase vector. This vector can be
visualized on a complex plane as show in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8: Complex plane of an I/Q sample showing the signal components. Each sample consists of two
components. These components allow the momentary amplitude and phase to be calculated.

The amplitude, 𝐴, of the signal can be calculated by:
𝐴 = √𝐼 2 + 𝑄 2
The phase, 𝜙, of the signal can also be calculated by:
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(2.20)

𝑄
𝜙 = tan−1 ( )
𝐼

(2.21)

The amplitude and phase can also be used to determine the I and Q components:
𝐼 = 𝐴 ∙ cos(𝜙)

(2.22)

𝑄 = 𝐴 ∙ sin(𝜙)

(2.23)

A real valued cosine or sine function can be can be represented by a vector sum of two complex
phasors rotating in opposite directions. The rotation direction of the phase vector determines if the
frequency is positive or negative. A counter-clockwise rotation about the phasor diagram indicates
positive frequency and a clockwise rotation indicates negative frequency. This is illustrated in
Figure 2-9:

Figure 2-9: Positive (counter-clockwise) and negative (clockwise) frequency phase vectors of a cosine function.

The sum of the phase vectors can be made using Euler’s formula to decompose the exponential
function in terms of sines and cosines. Euler’s formula is the equality:
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ejx = cos(𝑥) + 𝑗 ∙ sin(𝑥)

(2.24)

The sum of the complex exponentials shown in Figure 2-9 is:
𝑒 +𝑗𝜔𝑡 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 = cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑗 ∙ sin(𝜔𝑡) + cos(−𝜔𝑡) + 𝑗 ∙ sin(−𝜔𝑡)
= cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑗 ∙ sin(𝜔𝑡) + cos(𝜔𝑡) − 𝑗 ∙ sin(𝜔𝑡)

(2.25)

= 2cos(𝜔𝑡)
The imaginary terms cancel and only a real valued function remains. This is further illustrated in
Figure 2-10 which shows both the positive and negative frequency phase vectors as well as their
sum.

Figure 2-10: Illustration summing the positive and negative frequency phase vectors. The positive and negative
frequency components always sum to a purely real value.

Rearranging Equation 2.25 yields the Euler identities for the cosine:
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𝑒 +𝑗𝜔𝑡 𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡
cos(𝜔𝑡) =
+
=
2
2
2

(2.26)

and similarly for the sine function:

sin(𝜔𝑡) =

𝑒 +𝑗𝜔𝑡 − 𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡
𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 − 𝑒 +𝑗𝜔𝑡
=𝑗
𝑗2
2

(2.27)

A single complex exponential function can be represented as an impulse in the frequency domain
by the frequency given by the ω term. An example is given in Figure 2-11, where a negative
frequency can be uniquely determined using Euler’s formula.

Figure 2-11: Plot showing the application of Euler's formula to determine a negative frequency component. (a)
Real and imaginary terms of the cosine spectrum. (b) Real and imaginary terms of the sine spectrum. (c) Euler’s
formula summing both spectrums, showing a negatively frequency can be extracted without symmetry seen in
a purely real signal.

This sampling architecture has many advantages for a software radio platform. In particular, it
allows a direct conversion transceiver design to be implemented, reducing the complexity of the
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SDR and allowing the SDR to be very versatile. It is also an efficient use of sampling rates as the
I and Q components can be sampled in parallel by a cosine and sine derived local oscillators, thus
avoiding having to sample at a rate twice that of the highest frequency of interest to satisfy the
Nyquist criteria.

2.4.2

Direct Conversion Architecture

Modern software radio designs typically implement a direct conversion architecture to convert
the RF signals directly to baseband and vice versa. This type of architecture may also be known
as a ‘Zero-IF’ or ‘Homodyne’ receiver. This differs from a super-heterodyne receiver which
translates the signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) first. A baseband signal refers to a signal
whose spectral content is centered at 0Hz (DC). As shown in the previous section, a baseband
system must implement I/Q sampling to be able to discriminate the positive and negative frequency
components of a baseband signal. A basic illustration of the receiver architecture is shown in
Figure 2-12.

Figure 2-12: Illustration of an I/Q demodulator. The incoming RF signal is down-converted from RF to
baseband by mixing with the LO.
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This architecture has many advantages, including the low complexity, easier suppression of signal
images, and simpler filtering. On the other hand, this architecture requires complex calibration for
DC offset, I/Q imbalance, and local oscillator leakage. Additionally, second order distortion will
mix directly into the band of interest [48].

2.5

Post-Processing (Matched Filter Correlator)

Extraction of SAW sensor information is accomplished using a matched filter correlator
routine that has been developed previously in [49]. The process is described here as it is referred
to multiple times in this dissertation. The matched filter process maximizes the received signal
SNR via pulse compression of the correlation process. A series of matched filters are generated
based on an ideal SAW device response. The transfer function of the SAW device can be generated
by:
𝑁𝑐

𝛼𝑡 − 𝜏𝐷𝑖
ℎ(𝛼, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 ∙ cos[2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖 (𝛼𝑡 − 𝜏𝐷𝑖 )] ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 [
]
𝜏𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝

(2.28)

𝑖=1

where 𝑁𝑐 is the number of reflector chips, 𝜏𝐷𝑖 is the time delay to each chip, 𝑎𝑖 is the individual
chip weighting coefficient, and 𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖 is the nominal chip frequency. The scaling factor, 𝛼, scales
the time response of the sensor as a function of some measurand, such as temperature or strain.
The received SAW sensor signal is correlated to each matched filter in the series, yielding a series
of compressed pulses corresponding to the 𝛼 values. The 𝛼 value that corresponds to the maximum
correlation energy is chosen as the actual sensor measurement. This process is illustrated in Figure
2-13.
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Figure 2-13: Illustration of post-processing correlation process. The sensor design (chip frequencies and delays)
are known and are used to generate an array of scaled matched filter functions, H MF. The sensor is interrogated
and the received response, HR, is correlated to each matched filter. The peak of each correlation is recorded
and the scaling factor corresponding to the highest correlation peak is chosen. Reprinted with permission from
[50].

The matched filter correlation method has been further improved using a coherence detection
technique borrowed from optical reflectometry techniques [51]. This technique has been applied
to the SAW sensor matched filter correlator routines and is detailed in [50]. The error in the delay
measurement is minimized and a better measurement of 𝜏𝐷 can be made by integrating over the
frequency band of interest. These routines have been implemented in the matched filter correlator
processes used in the sensor measurements in this dissertation research.
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CHAPTER 3: SAW STRAIN SENSOR
This chapter discusses the development of a SAW strain sensor at 915 MHz on YZ-LiNbO3.
Two (2) embodiments are analyzed, both to understand the strain distributions in the anisotropic
SAW substrate and to realize a useful wireless strain sensor. The first embodiment is a cantilever
formed from the SAW die and is useful to understand the effects of strain in the SAW device. The
time delay changes are studied both theoretically and experimentally. The device is demonstrated
wirelessly using a commercial interrogation system. The second embodiment is designed to be
attached directly to a structure to act as a strain gage. An external PCB allows for an antenna
connection without stressing the SAW device by directly connecting the antenna to it. The sensor
is protected by a 3D printed package. This sensor is also demonstrated wirelessly using a VNA as
the interrogation system.

3.1

Embodiment #1 – Cantilever

Initial strain sensor experiments focused on a cantilever type sensor for measuring strain. The
cantilever configuration provides a relatively simple approach for measuring strain. Previous
investigations of this configuration on SAW substrates have shown good sensitivity to applied
force [52]. An illustration of this sensor configuration is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the cantilever strain sensor. Force is applied at the free end of the cantilever to strain
the device. OFC Bank #1 is used to compensate for temperature changes that affect the strain measurements
from OFC Bank #2.

In this embodiment, a differential OFC strain sensor has been designed. This configuration was
chosen so that temperature effects could be compensated. Using information gained from OFC
Bank #1 and OFC Bank #2, the strain and unstrained propagation delays can be calculated. By
comparing the strained and unstrained time delays, the force or strain on the device can be
measured. These extraction techniques as well as the equations to determine strain will be detailed
in the following sections.

3.1.1

Theory

For simplicity and ease of calculations, an isotropic 1-D model was developed that relates time
delay changes to strain experienced by the SAW device. The strain is assumed to only occur in the
Z-direction of the substrate (direction of wave propagation on YZ-LiNbO3). Also, strain in the Ydirection will be ignored (assumed to be small). A plot of strain distributions in an FEM model
confirmed that these assumptions could be made with good accuracy and are shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: FEM strain analysis for a YZ-LiNbO3 cantilever. Most of the strain occurs in the crystal Z-axis,
which is the orientation for the SAW device.

While this approximation may hold for YZ-LiNbO3, it may not give accurate results for different
materials. Under these assumptions, the stiffness matrix can be ignored and an effective stiffness
constant can be used, which is given by:
𝑐0 = 𝑣0 2 𝜌

(3.1)

where 𝜌 is the substrate material density and 𝑣0 is the unstrained SAW velocity. For YZ-LiNbO3,
𝑐0 is approximately 5.66×1010 Pa when 𝑣0 = 3488 m/s and 𝜌 = 4.65 g/cm3. With these assumptions
in mind, the equations to relate time delay changes to strain in the SAW cantilever can be
developed.
A model that relates the SAW velocity to the device strain has been previously developed at
UCF [52]. This work showed that the SAW velocity was related to strain by:
𝑣(𝑆) = 𝑣0 (1 + 𝛾 ∙ 𝑆)

(3.2)

where 𝛾 is the strain coefficient, 𝑆 is the strain, and 𝑣(𝑆) is the SAW velocity due to strain. The
strain coefficient is a material property that must be extracted experimentally. Since strain on the
device will be related to time delay changes, 𝛾 will be derived in terms of the normalized time
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delay. Using the following relationships and assuming that there is no change in device length with
applied force:
𝑣(𝑆) ∙ 𝜏(𝑆) = 𝑑

(3.3)

𝑣(0) ∙ 𝜏(0) = 𝑑

(3.4)

𝑐(𝑆) = 𝑐0 ∙ (1 + 𝛾 ∙ 𝑆)

(3.5)

where 𝑑 is distance and 𝜏(𝑆) is the time delay due to strain. The strain can be expressed in terms
of the time delay of the sensor by substituting into Equation 3.1. 𝑐(𝑆) relates the effective stiffness
constant due to changes in strain. The normalized time delay of the device can then be written as:
𝜏(𝑆)
1
̅̅̅̅̅̅
=
= 𝜏(𝑆)
𝜏(0) (1 + 𝛾 ∙ 𝑆)

(3.6)

𝑇(𝑆) = 𝑐(𝑆) ∙ 𝑆

(3.7)

Stress is related to strain by:

where 𝑇 is stress and 𝑆 is strain. 𝑐(𝑆) can be substituted into Equation 3.6 such that:
𝑇 = 𝑐0 ∙ (1 + 𝛾 ∙ 𝑆) ∙ 𝑆 = 𝑐0 𝑆 + 𝑐0 𝛾𝑆 2

(3.8)

Taking the derivative of stress with respect to strain and the derivative of the normalized time
delay with respect to strain yields:
𝛿𝑇
= 𝑐0 ∙ (1 + 2𝛾𝑆)
𝛿𝑆

(3.9)

and
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝛿𝜏(𝑆)
−𝛾
=
𝛿𝑆
(1 + 𝛾𝑆)2
Equation 3.9 is inverted and multiplied with Equation 3.10 to yield:
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(3.10)

̅̅̅̅̅̅ 𝛿𝑆
𝛿𝜏(𝑆)
−𝛾
1
∙
=
∙
2
𝛿𝑆 𝛿𝑇 (1 + 𝛾𝑆) 𝑐0 (1 + 2𝛾𝑆)

(3.11)

̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝛿𝜏(𝑆)
𝛾
1
1
𝛾
=− ∙
∙
≈ − ∙ (1 − 4𝛾𝑆)
2
𝛿𝑇
𝑐0 (1 + 𝛾𝑆) (1 + 2𝛾𝑆)
𝑐0

(3.12)

which can be simplified to:

Because the strain on the cantilever will be small (on the order of micro-strains) then 4𝛾𝑆 <<1.
The strain coefficient can then be found as:

𝛾 = −𝑐0 ∙

̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝛿𝜏(𝑆)
𝛿𝜏(𝑆)
= −𝑐0 ∙ 𝐴 ∙
𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝐹

(3.13)

where 𝐴 is the cross sectional area (width × thickness) of the sensor substrate and 𝐹 is the force
exerted on the end of the cantilever. 𝛾 is found experimentally by placing a known mass on the
end of the cantilever and observing the resulting change in time delay on the SAW device.
Equations for force and strain on the cantilever can be found by rearranging and integrating
for the respective variables from Equation 3.12. It can be shown that the strain time delay, 𝜏(𝑆),
is then:
𝜏(𝑆) = 𝜏(0) ∙ (1 − 𝛾𝑆)

(3.14)

Solving for S gives the following equation for the strain experienced by the sensor:

𝑆=

1 − ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜏(𝑆)
𝛾

(3.15)

Strain is related to force by the following equation:

𝑆=

𝐹
𝐴 ∙ 𝑐0
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(3.16)

Therefore, the force that is exerted on the cantilever can be solved for as:

𝐹 = 𝑐0 ∙ 𝐴 ∙

̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − 𝜏(𝑆)
𝛾

(3.17)

Equations 3.15 and 3.17 are used directly to calculate the strain and force experienced by the
sensor. For these equations to be useful, though, the strain coefficient must first be extracted for
YZ-LiNbO3.

3.1.2

Strain Coefficient Extraction

A wired 250 MHz sensor was fabricated to extract the strain coefficient (γ) for YZ-LiNbO3.
Mass was placed on the free end of the cantilever from 20 grams to 50 grams in 1 gram increments.
The resulting time delays were measured and normalized to the unstrained (zero load force) time
delay. A simple test fixture was constructed that allowed force to be applied at a pin point on the
end of the cantilever. The pin point fixture has an empty mass of 20 grams when affixed to a hollow
cylinder. The cylinder is filled with water to increase the force on the cantilever. A photograph of
the test setup is shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Photograph of the test setup used to apply force at the free end of the cantilever. A wireless sensor
is shown here. A hollow cylinder has a pin point on one end that rests on the end the cantilever. Water is added
to the cylinder to increase the load force on the cantilever, inducing strain in the SAW substrate.

For each loading scenario of the SAW device cantilever, the time delay was extracted and plotted.
This data is shown in Figure 3-4 as the normalized time delay versus applied force on the
cantilever. The correlation coefficient between the applied force and change in time delay is 0.998,
indicating a linear relationship between strain and extracted time delay. Utilizing Equation 3.13,
the strain coefficient can be extracted for YZ-LiNbO3:
𝛾 = −52.2 (YZ-LiNbO3)

(3.18)

A similar experiment would be required for different substrates or different orientations of the
same material.
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Figure 3-4: Plot showing the normalized time delay vs. the force placed on the end of the cantilever. The applied
strain on the SAW device causes a measurable shift in time delay. The change in time delay is linear with
applied force (correlation coefficient r=0.998). This data is used to extract the strain coefficient (γ) for YZLiNbO3.

3.1.3

Strain Sensitivity

The strain sensitivity for this embodiment was calculated to quantify the change in time delay
due to applied strain. The sensitivity is given in parts-per-million per micro-strain (ppm/µε). This
is a useful metric for comparing to other strain gage types. The cantilever dimensions of the SAW
device are thickness of 0.51mm, length of 8.65mm, and width of 3.6mm. The SAW reflector is
approximately 6.6mm from the root of the cantilever. The maximum force applied to the cantilever
is 0.49N. Using Equation 2.17, the average strain on the cantilever is approximately 70µε. The
sensitivity can then be calculated using the recorded time delays and strain on the device by:
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𝜏𝐿 − 𝜏𝑍
𝜏𝑍
𝑠𝑡 =
𝜀

(3.19)

where 𝜏𝐿 is the time delay when the force is applied, 𝜏𝑍 is the time delay when no force is applied,
and 𝜀 is the average strain on the cantilever in micro-strain. The strain sensitivity of the sensor in
terms of time delay is found to be approximately:
𝑠𝑡 = 2.62

3.1.4

𝑝𝑝𝑚
𝜇𝜀

(3.20)

Sensor Interrogation and Extraction of Strain

The wireless sensor is interrogated by a commercially built transceiver. The radio operates at
a frequency of 915 MHz and has a receiver bandwidth of 72 MHz. The radio outputs a 7 frequency
stepped chirp from 885 MHz to 945 MHz with a 700ns pulse length. The output power of the
system is approximately +28 dBm. Two folded dipole antennas are used, one each for the
transmitter and receiver, that each have a gain of approximately 2 dBi. The system is capable of
coherent integrations of multiple sensor interrogations. The sampled data is sent to a computer for
post processing and data extraction. More information about the system and components is
available in [53] and [54].
Originally designed for temperature sensors, the software correlator used in this experiment
was modified to extract strain on the SAW device. The software begins by processing OFC Bank
#1 (Refer to Figure 3-1). This gives the current temperature of the device. It is known how much
of the time delay change is due to temperature effects by using the information gained from OFC
Bank #1. Next, using the information from OFC Bank #1, OFC Bank #2 is processed. OFC Bank
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#2 is also processed without the temperature information from the previous step. Two sets of data
are obtained from this process. The correlations are calculated for each set of data. One correlation
gives the unstrained time delay and the other gives the strained time delay. The correlation peaks
after processing and normalization are illustrated in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: Plot showing the normalized time correlations for the strained and unstrained cases. The time
delays are chosen where the correlation peaks occur. This figure is exaggerated for illustrative purposes.

This process is required to compensate for temperature variations of the sensor. Time delay
changes due to temperature are greater than the time delay changes due to strain. Without this
process, the sensor would be much less sensitive to changes in strain but much more sensitive to
temperature. Once both delays are known, Equations 3.15 and 3.17 can be used to determine the
strain or force on the cantilever.
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3.1.5

Experimental Results

The sensor was placed at a distance of 0.3m (1ft.) away from the transmit/receive antennas. To
test the functionality of the sensor, the software was configured to output the detected mass on the
cantilever (since the load mass is known). The first test applied a 20g mass to the end of the
cantilever. No additional mass was added during this experiment. The 20g mass was placed on the
sensor and then removed multiple times over a period of approximately 45 minutes (each reading
takes approximately 15 seconds). The purpose of this test was to observe measurement
repeatability over time. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6: Measured mass on the cantilever when a 20g mass was added and removed from the sensor. The
cantilever for this sensor is approximately 10mm long. Each reading takes approximately 15 seconds which
resulted in the measurements being taken over a 45 minute timeframe.
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Next, the sensor was tested with varying mass added to the end of the cantilever. The results
from this experiment are given in Figure 3-7. The dashed line (orange) shows the actual mass that
was placed on the cantilever. The solid line (teal) shows the measured mass from the sensor. After
approximately 25g, the sensor does not track the changes as accurately as the other steps. Residual
stresses caused by the bonding adhesive to the substrate package is a probable cause for this error
[55]. Errors in the software extraction technique may also introduce some inaccuracies in the
measurements. Physical breakage of the sensor occurs when approximately 60g is added to the
end of the cantilever (although, this is dependent on the cantilever length).

Figure 3-7: Measured mass on the SAW sensor when a 20g mass was placed on the cantilever and then mass
was added in 5g increments. The sensor tracks well for some time but becomes inaccurate when the mass is
large. This can be due to residual stress and hysteresis in the substrate bonding adhesive.
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3.1.6

Magnetic Field Sensor (Application)

The cantilever strain sensing approach can be applied as a magnetic field sensor by simply
bonding a small magnet to the end of the cantilever. This design is illustrated in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8: Illustration showing the layout of a magnetic field sensor based on the SAW cantilever strain sensor.
A small magnet is bonded to the free end of the cantilever. A magnetic field causes a displacement of the
cantilever which can be observed by measuring the sensor strain.

When the sensor experiences a strong magnetic field, a force will be exerted on the magnet
attached to the cantilever. This force can be detected by the sensor and can indicate magnetic field
strength. For this experiment, a strong magnet was brought close to the sensor. The magnet
orientation caused the cantilever to pull upwards towards the strong magnet. When the magnet is
brought towards the sensor, the software should indicate a decrease in force on the sensor. During
the experiment, the magnet was brought towards the sensor and taken away multiple times. This
experiment was performed and the results are shown in Figure 3-9. The solid vertical lines (green)
indicate when the strong magnet was brought close to the sensor. The sensor indicates a decrease
in detected mass as the cantilever is deflected upwards towards the magnet. The dashed vertical
lines (red) show when the magnet was moved away from the sensor. The sensor shows an increase
in the mass measurement as the cantilever returns to its resting position. These results show that
the sensor is reacting to a magnet that is brought in close proximity.
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Figure 3-9: Wireless measurements of the fabricated magnetic field sensor. A strong magnet was brought close
to the sensor and then removed multiple times. The solid vertical lines (green) represent when the magnet was
brought close to the sensor. The dashed vertical lines (red) indicate when the magnet was moved away from
the sensor.
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3.2

Embodiment #2 – Structure Mounted

Using lessons learned from the first strain sensing embodiment, a new design was implemented
so that the SAW sensor could directly measure strain of a test structure under load. The SAW
device is directly bonded to a test structure and an external connection site facilitates an antenna
connection without stressing the SAW die. A metallic foil strain gage is used as a performance
metric for the SAW sensor and the SAW sensor is demonstrated to have good agreement with the
wired strain gage.

3.2.1

Simulation

Careful consideration was given to the physical layout of the strain sensor. A finite element
model was developed in COMSOL Multiphysics® that represents a small SAW die (strain sensor)
attached to a steel cantilever (test structure). The purpose was to understand the strain distributions
on both the SAW die and steel cantilever when a load is applied to the free end of the cantilever.
Additionally, the expected strain for a given load and sensor location can be extracted. The
cantilever was modeled as a linear-isotropic material with a Young’s module of 200GPa [56]. The
anisotropic SAW substrate is modeled using the know stiffness constants for LiNbO3 [57]. The
stiffness matrix was rotated to align the crystal z-axis with the COMSOL® x-axis. This aligns the
SAW delay line along the direction of strain for YZ-LiNbO3. The cantilever is fixed on one end
while the SAW die is permanently attached to the top of the cantilever (a glue-line was not
simulated). A 1kg point mass is simulated at the free-end of the cantilever to induce strain on the
structures. The cantilever measures 27.9×5.1×0.3cm (11×2×1/8 in.) and the SAW die measures
10.5×3×0.5mm (0.4×0.1×0.02in.). The SAW sensor is located 50mm (2 in.) from the root of the
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cantilever. The 3D strain distribution for this model is shown in Figure 3-10. Previous efforts by
others have shown that the adhesive used to bond the strain gage to the test structure causes
minimal hystersis (<1% full scale) [58, 59]. The adhesive was omitted from this simulation for
simplicity as the adhesive thickness is a factor of many parameters such as temperature, pressure,
time and adhesive type.

Figure 3-10: 3D simulation of the test structure and SAW die in COMSOL®. A 1kg point force is applied at
the free end of the cantilever. The SAW sensor is located near the root of the cantilever, where the strain is the
greatest. (Approximately 130µε at the sensor location for the 1kg load force.)

The simulation results for a 1kg load mass are shown in Figure 3-11. The SAW die experiences
a parabolic strain distribution due to the boundary conditions of the two free edges along the
direction of applied strain. The maximum strain on the SAW die is approximately the same strain
as experienced by the steel cantilever at that location. For accurate measurements, the SAW delay
line must be much shorter than the total die length. This will avoid measuring strain on the areas
of the die where the strain goes to zero. With the insight from the simulation results, the length of
the SAW die is chosen to be 2-3 times the length of the SAW delay line. This idea is illustrated in
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Figure 3-12 by focusing more closely on the SAW die strain distribution. With this design
consideration, the SAW device layout and sensor embodiment can be described.

Figure 3-11: COMSOL® simulation showing the surface strain distribution along the length of the cantilever.
A 1kg force was exerted on the free end of the cantilever to strain the structure and SAW die.
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Figure 3-12: COMSOL simulation highlighting the strain distribution on the SAW die. The free edges of the
SAW die experience almost zero strain, while the center experiences the strain on the test structure. The SAW
device delay line should be made much smaller than the die length for accurate strain measurements.

3.2.2 Physical Embodiment
A simple layout was chosen that separates the SAW die and the antenna connection interface.
Bond wires are attached to the SAW device and then soldered to a separate PCB which
incorporates an MMCX micro-connector. A low temperature solder, Kester SN63/PB37, is used
to solder the gold bond wires without damaging them. The antenna can then be attached to the
MMCX connector external to the SAW device without causing any undesirable stress on the SAW
die. An illustration of this technique is shown in Figure 3-13. Once the sensor and connection site
have been bonded to the structure under test, a 3D printed package is installed to protect the sensor
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and bond wires. A photograph of the installed sensor and package, in addition to the commercial
Omega strain gage, is shown in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-13: Illustration showing the sensor layout and external connection interface. The SAW device is
bonded directly to the structure under test using a commercial strain gage adhesive. Bond wires from the SAW
device are soldered to a separate PCB where the MMCX connector is attached. The antenna can be mounted
in a convenient location for each application.

Figure 3-14: Photograph of the SAW sensor and Omega strain gage after being attached to the cantilever test
structure. The SAW sensor is protected by a 3D printed plastic package.
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3.2.3

SAW Device Design

The SAW device is a delay line with a parallel track transducer and 5 chips (reflectors) which
form the unique OFC code. The sensor operates at a frequency of 915MHz and has a bandwidth
of 68MHz. The chips are separated into tracks to improve the interference effects between chips
of adjacent frequencies [60]. Each chip has a time length of 74ns with a total response length of
approximately 400ns (1.15µs to 1.52µs). The SAW delay line is approximately 2.5mm long and
fabricated on YZ-LiNbO3 (lithium-niobate). YZ-LiNbO3 was chosen due to the high coupling
coefficient (4.6%), allowing for the design of wide-band devices. This allows for shorter OFC chip
lengths (reducing inter-electrode ringing in the reflector) and yields a higher number of codes for
a given time window, improving the processing gain (and thus, the SNR). A zero TCF substrate,
such as ST-Quartz, was not chosen due to the weak coupling, which is typically suitable for
narrow-band applications. After fabrication, the SAW die are diced to a length of 10mm, 4 times
longer than the SAW delay line. A photograph of the fabricated SAW device is shown in Figure
3-15 and the probed data showing the frequency and time response is given in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-15: Photograph of the fabricated SAW device used for the strain sensor. The device operates at
915MHz. The minimum feature size is approximately 0.9µm. The sensor die dimensions are 10mm×3mm.
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Figure 3-16: Probed data from the fabricated SAW device. (a) Frequency response of the SAW strain sensor
(MHz). (b) Time response of the SAW strain sensor (µs). The device center frequency is 915MHz, with a
bandwidth of 68MHz. The SAW reflector response begins at 1.15µs and is 400ns long with 5 chips.

3.2.4

Commercial Strain Gage System

A commercially available strain gage and system was chosen to provide a performance
comparison to the SAW sensor. A resistive foil strain gage from Omega, part number SGD-7/350LY41, was selected that has approximately the same dimensions as the SAW die. The Omega
strain gage has a gage factor (G.F. value of 2.01, a nominal resistance of 350Ω, and is matched to
the thermal expansion coefficients of steel (the test cantilever material). Signal conditioning and
data conversion is obtained by a strain process meter, the DPiS32-C24, also produced by Omega.
A single active element (foil strain gage) and three, 350Ω resistors complete the quarter bridge
circuit. The circuit is energized by an external power supply at 5V. Outputs from the bridge circuit
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are input to the strain meter. Calibration is performed on the strain meter for known loading
conditions and the data is relayed to the host computer via serial interface.

3.2.5

Strain Sensor Bonding Adhesive

Proper selection of the strain sensor bonding adhesive ensures accurate strain measurement by
reducing hysteresis due to adhesive elongation and thick glue line[19]. An adhesive with a low
elongation percentage and good temperature characteristics was selected to bond both the Omega
strain gage and SAW strain sensor to the test structure. M-Bond 610, from Micro-Measurements,
was chosen which has 3% elongation at room temperature and an operational temperature range
between -269°C - +370°C. Installation procedures follow the guidelines given by Instruction
Bulletin B-130 from Micro-Measurements [61].

3.2.6

Sensor Interrogation and Data Processing

Interrogation of the SAW sensor is accomplished using a vector network analyzer (VNA). A
custom MATLAB® script provides a control interface to the VNA and handles data transmission
between the VNA and host computer. The VNA is configured with the settings show in Table 1:
Table 1: VNA configuration for strain senor embodiment #2 interrogation.

VNA Settings
Model
Agilent E5061B
Center Frequency
915 MHz
Frequency Sweep
865-965 MHz
Number of Points
1601
IF Bandwidth
30 kHz
Output Power
+10 dBm
Measurement
S11
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An antenna is attached to ‘Port 1’ on the VNA for wireless operation. A short-open-load (SOL)
calibration is performed on the VNA before measurements are taken.
The data is also processed in MATLAB to determine the strain experienced by the SAW
device. The matched filter correlator program was modified for this sensor embodiment to enable
calibration based on known strain loads. The calibration of the SAW sensor is performed by
recording the frequency shift of the SAW sensor response for two loading scenarios. First, the zero
load frequency (zero frequency shift) is recorded. Next, the test structure is loaded with a 1kg mass
and the new frequency shift is recorded. A linear fit is made between the calibration points to allow
the strain to be calculate for various load masses.
The correlator software returns a frequency scaling factor (FSF) that relates a shift in frequency
of the sensor to some applied stimulus. The FSF scales the chip frequencies used to create the
matched filters. During calibration of the strain sensor, the zero load calibration FSF is recorded
(FSFCZ) and the load calibration FSF is recorded (FSFL). The zero and load calibrations must also
be known strains must also be known (at the sensor location) are given as SCZ and SCL, respectively.
Once the calibrated parameters are known, the FSF is recorded (FSFR) during each measurement
to calculate the strain on the sensor. The linear strain relationship can then be written as:

𝑆 = (𝑆𝐶𝐿 − 𝑆𝐶𝑍 ) ∙

𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑅 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑍
𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝐿 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑍

(3.19)

where S is the strain experienced by the sensor. In this experiment, SCL=130µε and SCZ=0µε. For
this specific test setup, Equation 3.18 can be simplified to:
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𝑆 = 130𝜇𝜀 ∙

𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑅 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑍
𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝐿 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑍

(3.20)

The FSF terms for the calibrated zero and loads can remain. This will compensate for temperature
at the time of calibration. It is assumed that the temperature will remain constant during the
measurements as the SAW device is also sensitive to temperature. This is accomplished by
thermally insulating the sensor from the surrounding environment. A Styrofoam container is
placed around the sensor to provide insulation from the environment. All measurements were taken
at room temperature (~23°C).

3.2.7

Test Stand

A test structure was fabricated to test the performance of the SAW strain sensor compared to
the Omega strain gage. The steel cantilever is clamped (via a steel plate) to a sturdy metal table.
The length of the cantilever can be adjusted to alter the strain on the sensors for a given load.
Weight hangers are utilized to exert force on the free hanging end of the cantilever. The test
structure material is steel (ASTM A36). Steel was chosen for the test structure as its Young’s
modulus closely matches that of YZ-LiNbO3 (approximately 200GPa and 190GPa, respectively).
An illustration of the test stand is shown in Figure 3-17 and a photograph of the entire test setup is
shown in Figure 3-18. The cantilever dimensions and sensor mounting locations are given in
Figure 3-19.
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Figure 3-17: Illustration of the fabricated strain sensor test stand. A simple cantilever is used as the structure
under load. Force is applied (via weight hangers) to the free end of the cantilever.

Figure 3-18: Photograph of the strain sensor test setup. The VNA is used to wirelessly interrogate the SAW
sensor. Here, the wireless range is 30cm (1 ft.). The computer receives the data from the VNA and wired Omega
strain gage for post processing and display.

Figure 3-19: Schematic diagram of the cantilever test structure. Dimensions are given in cm (in.). The strain is
constant over the width of the cantilever so the sensors mounted next to each will experience the same strain.
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3.2.8

Results – Wired SAW Strain Sensor

Testing of the SAW strain sensor was first accomplished by wiring the sensor directly to the
VNA. This allowed consideration of the SAW sensor performance without the added effects due
to the antenna and wireless interference. Various load forces were exerted on the end of the
cantilever test structure, ranging between 50g and 1kg. Each reading takes approximately 5
seconds due to data transfer and post processing times. The results from this experiment are shown
in Figure 3-20.

Figure 3-20: Wired test of the SAW strain sensor connected directly to the VNA. Various loads were applied
to the test structure and the resulting strain was measured for both the SAW strain sensor and Omega strain
gage. Temperature offset and hysteresis can be seen here as the measurement drifts upwards with time. The
undershoot and overshoot in the measurements may be due to the elasticity of the strain gage adhesive with an
imperfect installation on the SAW device.
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From Figure 3-20, the sensor exhibits the ability to resolve strain as small as 10µε. The SAW
sensor tracks well with the Omega strain gage. Some drift in the measurements is seen, though,
due to slight temperature shifts and hysteresis caused by the bonding adhesive elongation and
relaxation. With functionality demonstrated for the wired sensor case, further tests were performed
wirelessly.

3.2.9

Results – Wireless SAW Strain Sensor

Wireless functionality was demonstrated by attaching an antenna to the VNA and an antenna
to the SAW sensor and performing a wireless S11 measurement. While strain measurements could
be performed with only a single data sweep for the wired case, wireless measurements required
integrations of multiple data sweeps to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The first test used
10 integrations per reading before the strain was extracted. The wireless range was set to 60cm
(2ft.) and the load on the test structure was varied over time. The measurement results for this first
wireless experiment are given in Figure 3-21.
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Figure 3-21: Wireless test of the SAW strain sensor at a range of 60cm (2ft.) with 10 integrations. Low SNR
causes high variability in the SAW sensor measurements. Improvement in the measurements can be made by
increasing the number of integrations.

The wireless measurements showed greater measurement variation than the wired sensor due
to the decrease in the SNR. The SNR can be increased at the expense of longer acquisition times
(integrating multiple data sweeps). Another test was performed, but with the number of
integrations increased to 20. The measurement results with 20 integrations are given in Figure
3-22.
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Figure 3-22: Wireless test of the SAW strain sensor at a range of 60cm (2ft.) with 20 integrations. The increase
in integrations results in a better SNR, yielding less variation in the wireless measurements.

Depending on the wireless range, interrogator output power, and number of integrations,
wireless strain measurements can be made that are comparable to a wired sensor. With the sensor
placed at a 30cm (2ft.), the SNR was calculated for up to 1000 integrations to illustrate the
improvement of the SNR. These results are shown in Figure 3-23. Tests on SAW OFC temperature
sensors have shown that an SNR of 3dB or greater provides the most accurate wireless
measurements [15]. An SNR of 15dB was required for accurate measurements of the strain sensor
due to the SAW substrate (LiNbO3) being much more sensitive to temperature.
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Figure 3-23: Extracted SNR for various integrations of the wireless SAW strain sensor data at a range of 30cm
(1ft.). At least 20 integrations are required before a good SNR is obtained (>15dB), which provides relatively
accurate measurements at this range.

A final test was performed to compare the wireless performance of the SAW sensor to the
wired strain gage. The test added and removed load mass on the test structure in a stair-step pattern.
Weights were added in 200 gram steps (approximately 25µε per step). The sensor wireless range
was set to 30cm (1ft.). The results from this experiment are given in Figure 3-24. This experiment
further exhibited accurate measurements of the SAW OFC strain sensor. Some error is still present
due to temperature effects and hysteresis caused by the adhesive used to attach the sensors to the
test structure. Temperature compensation and improvement of the SAW sensor installation process
would further improve the sensor performance.
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Figure 3-24: Stair-step experiment comparing the performance of the SAW strain sensor and the Omega strain
gage. The wireless range of the SAW sensor is 30cm (1ft.). Load was added/removed to/from the cantilever in
200g steps (approximately 25µε per step)

3.2.10 Strain Sensitivity
The strain sensitivity for this embodiment was calculated to quantify the change in frequency
due to applied strain. The sensitivity is given in parts-per-million per micro-strain (ppm/µε).
Sensitivities in other units can also be obtained using alternate test setups [62]. This test was
performed on two separate sensors to ensure that similar sensitivities were achieved for the same
sensor design. Each sensor has the same SAW design and die size and are bonded to the same
location 50mm (2 in.) from the fixed end of the cantilever on their respective test structures. The
extraction of strain sensitivity ensures repeatable results from each unique sensor that is fabricated.
The shift in frequency is calculated between a 0kg and 1kg load on the test structure. The frequency
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scaling factor is recorded in each case where the zero load is FSFZ and the 1kg load is FSFL. Since
the sensor experiences 130µε under the 1kg load condition, the longitudinal (along the LiNbO3 zaxis) strain sensitivity, sl, is calculated as:

𝑠𝑙 =

𝐹𝑆𝐹𝐿 − 𝐹𝑆𝐹𝑍
130𝜇𝜀

(3.21)

The extracted sensitivity for each sensor is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Extracted strain sensitivity for two separate SAW sensors. Each sensor has the same design (center
frequency and OFC code) and are both mounted in the same location on their respective cantilevers.

Strain Sensitivity

Frequency Shift at 915MHz

Sensor #1

-1.75 ppm/µε

-1.60 kHz/µε

Sensor #2

-1.80 ppm/µε

-1.65 kHz/µε

This test also illustrated that this material (without a temperature compensation method) is much
less sensitive to strain than temperature. Assuming a TCF of -96 ppm/°C for YZ-LiNbO3, then a
sensor based on this material will be 40-50 times more sensitive to temperature. Future designs on
this substrate will need to incorporate some temperature compensation technique, such as
differential measurements or thin film temperature compensation, for accurate strain extraction
[63, 64]. It should be noted that the VNA was used to extract these parameters and take strain
measurements from these sensors. Chapter 4 will explain and describe the measurement method
using transceiver architectures that provide an approach to an application specific system for the
strain.
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CHAPTER 4: SOFTWARE RADIO INTERROGATOR
Modern SDR technologies have enabled SAW sensor interrogation systems to be designed
based on commercial-off-the-shelf SDR units instead of by implementing a fully custom
transceiver design. Recent SDR’s are capable of operating up to 6 GHz and have wide bandwidths
of greater than 30MHz, ideal for wideband SAW sensors and are also small and relatively
inexpensive. This chapter presents the utilization of the USRP B200 as a SAW sensor interrogation
platform. Custom FPGA modifications are discussed to relax baseband sample streaming
requirements, fully utilize the USRP B200 bandwidth, and synchronize the receiver to a transmit
pulse. The unit is fully integrated into a custom enclosure with an RF switch and power amplifier
to improve performance for this application. A matched filter correlator is developed in Python™
to operate with the USRP in Linux. Various interrogator embodiments are also examined which
include an interrogator with embedded computer and a miniature interrogator.

4.1

Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)

The USRP B200, designed by Ettus Research™, has been chosen to implement the SAW
sensor interrogator. The B200 is a fully integrated SDR, utilizing the Analog Devices AD9361
direct conversion transceiver and Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA. The B200 front end frequency coverage,
between 70MHz and 6GHz, is ideal for the sensors designed in these experiments at 915MHz. It
is also capable of a maximum output power from the transmitter at +10dBm (10mW), which
improves the received sensor signal power. The B200 also has a maximum real-time bandwidth of
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56MHz. The streaming bus is USB3.0, enabling rapid transfer of samples between the USRP and
host computer.
The goal is to implement a synchronous, pulsed transceiver architecture using the USRP B200.
In the default mode of operation, the USRP streams samples in real-time between the USRP and
host computer. The data must be streamed constantly at the sample rate required by the application.
For large bandwidth applications, such as this, the host computer and sampling bus (USB3.0) may
not be able to keep up with the incoming data rate. This causes data samples to be dropped and
poor performance of the host computer. A photograph of the USRP B200 is shown in Figure 4-1.
In order to relax the USB streaming requirements of the USRP and enable single FPGA clock
cycle timing accuracy, modifications were made to the stock FPGA design to implement custom
functionality. These modifications maximize the system bandwidth, synchronize the transmit and
receive chains, and improve received data integrity by implementing a RAM buffer for the
received data (eliminating dropped samples over USB due to the real-time streaming bottleneck).

Figure 4-1: Photograph of the USRP B200 software defined radio.
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4.2

Characterizing the USRP for SAW Sensor Interrogation

Characterization of the USRP B200 was performed to determine if the USRP was a practical
platform for interrogating passive, wireless SAW sensors. It was also necessary to perform
streaming benchmarks to understand any performance limitations that the host computer may have
on the real-time streaming of samples to and from the USRP.

4.2.1

Streaming Bandwidth

The goal of this project was to utilize all 56MHz of bandwidth for the USRP B200. In the
default mode of operation, samples are streamed in real time between the USRP and host computer.
This would require 56MHz worth of samples in both the transmit and receive directions which
corresponds to 448 MB/s in each direction (896MB/s total). The USRP hardware drivers (UHD)
include a utility to benchmark the USB streaming performance between the USRP and host
computer. The benchmark was run for various sampling rates until samples started to be dropped
due to the CPU or USB controller not being able to keep up. The host computer configuration used
in this test is given in Table 3. The benchmark results are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3: Computer hardware and software used in these experiments with the USRP. The USRP performance
can be dependent on these factors.

Computer Hardware
Processor

Intel Core-i5-4690 (3.5GHz)

Memory

8GB

Chipset

Intel Z97 (USB3.0 Controller)
Software

OS

Ubuntu 14.04 – 64 Bit

Python

2.7.6

UHD

003.008.000-52-g206af70

GNU Radio

3.7.5.1

Table 4: USB streaming benchmark results between the USRP B200 and host computer.

---TX USB Benchmark--Sample Rate (MSPS)

16

28

32

40

45

50

56

Underflows Detected

0

0

0

0

164

112483

111549

Sample Rate (MSPS)

8

16

20

22.5

25

28

32

40

Underflows Detected
(TX)

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

32034

Overflows Detected (RX)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

---TX/RX USB
Benchmark---
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These tests indicate that trying to achieve the full bandwidth of the USRP B200 in the streaming
sample mode may not be feasible. These requirements can be relaxed by moving some signal
processing to the FPGA on the USRP B200 so that the host computer does not have to be
responsible for all samples.

4.2.2

Transmit Output Power

The output power of the SAW sensor interrogator is one variable that can affect the maximum
wireless range to the sensor and the precision of the SAW sensor measurements due to SNR. A
test was performed with the USRP B200 to determine the maximum output power and to ensure
that the gain settings were linear throughout the gain range. A simple, pulsed waveform was output
from the USRP into a spectrum analyzer. The peak power was measured on the spectrum analyzer
for various gain settings. An RF power meter was then used to measure the average output power
for this test setup, again with various gain settings. The results are given in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Measured output power of the USRP for various transmit gain settings at 915 MHz.

The USRP has good maximum output power of +10 dBm. It would be useful, though, to increase
the output power using an amplifier. This would improve the performance of the SDR interrogator
system.

4.2.3

Receiver Noise Floor

The USRP receiver was characterized by determining the noise floor and noise figure. These
factors can also determine the maximum wireless range of the sensor and measurement precision
due to SNR. The thermal noise in the USRP receiver can be calculated by [12]:
𝑃𝑛 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝐵
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(4.1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and B is bandwidth. For these tests a
temperature of 300K (room temperature) and a bandwidth of 1 MHz was used. This yields a
receiver noise power of:
𝑃𝑛 = −113.8 𝑑𝐵𝑚

(4.2)

The noise floor must also consider the noise figure of the receiver. The AD9361 specification sheet
indicates the chip has approximately 2.5 dB noise figure at 900 MHz [65]. This does not account
for the noise figure of components before the AD9361, such as RF switches and other attenuating
components. Therefore, an approximate noise figure of 5 dB was used to make the noise floor
calculation. The noise floor (NF) can then be approximated as:
𝑁𝐹 = 𝑃𝑛 + 𝑁𝐹

(4.3)

where Pn is the noise power and NF is the noise figure. With the chosen parameters, the noise floor
is approximately:
𝑁𝐹 = −108𝑑𝐵𝑚
The measurements were performed by inputting a known signal power (using a signal
generator) to the RX2 input of the USRP. A GNU Radio flow graph was implemented to calculate
the received power. The input noise power was lowered until the USRP could no longer detect the
signal power. This test was performed for three gain settings, 0 dB, 30 dB and 60 dB. A screenshot
of the GNU Radio flow graph is shown in Figure 4-3. The results from measuring the input power
to the USRP are shown in Figure 4-4. These results shown that both the 30 dB and 60 dB gain
modes achieve their noise floor at approximately -105 dBm and -110 dBm, respectively. This
closely matches the calculated noise floor for this system.
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Figure 4-3: GNU Radio flow graph used to measure the power input to the B200 receiver. A 915MHz tone is
input the USRP with varying power. The power is measured on the USRP and compared with the expected
power measurement.

0dB Saturation

60dB Saturation

30dB Saturation

Noise Floor (56MHz BW)
Noise Floor (1MHz BW)

Figure 4-4: Plot comparing measured input power for various receiver gain settings. A signal generator was
used to input a 915MHz tone into the USRP RX2 port at various power settings. The noise floor was calculated
to be -108dBm and -91dBm for a 1MHz and 56MHz bandwidth, respectively. The data shown here is for a
1MHz receiver bandwidth.
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In Figure 4-4, a small discrepancy is seen between the 1 MHz bandwidth noise floor predicted
(-108 dBm) and actual (-110.5 dBm) measurements. This is due to the initial guess of the noise
figure for the receiver being incorrect. Using the calculated noise power and the measured noise
floor, the actual noise figure can be estimated. Rearranging Eq. 4.3 to solve for the noise figure:
𝑁𝐹 = 𝑁𝐹 − 𝑃𝑛

(4.4)

The measured noise figure of the USRP B200 is then:
𝑁𝐹𝐵200 = 3.3𝑑𝐵
This measurement is in close agreement with the AD9361 specification (2.5dB noise figure). This
measurement also accounts for attenuating components (switching and transmission line loss) that
exist before the signal arrives at the AD9361 receiver input port, which indicates that this
measurement may be a better estimate for the noise figure of the USRP B200, rather than using
the AD9361 specification only.

4.3

USRP FPGA Design for a Synchronous, Pulsed Transceiver

Both the transmit and receive sections of the FPGA were modified with custom modules. On
the transmit chain, an interrogation signal generator was implemented that replaces the stock
transmitter DSP. The signal generator outputs a linear frequency sweep (chirp) with a desired
bandwidth and time length. This eliminates the host computer responsibility of having to generate
and stream an interrogation signal. On the receive chain, a receive buffer was implemented that
stores samples for a specified duration after the transmit signal has finished. The samples are
buffered in RAM at the full 56MHz sample rate and then read out of RAM at a rate much slower
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than the sampling frequency so that the USB bus does not become saturated and drop samples.
This removes the limitations imposed by the real-time streaming operation of the USRP, which is
not required for this application. 512 I/Q samples are stored for each interrogation cycle which
corresponds to 9.15µs of received data per data sweep. The FPGA only buffers a single data set of
512 samples for a given interrogation cycle. The received samples are output to the host computer
for processing and extraction of sensor data. A simplified block diagram that illustrates the FPGA
layout and modifications is shown in Figure 4-5. A timing diagram of the interrogation cycle is
given in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-5: Block diagram of the USRP FPGA after the custom DSP and synchronization modules have been
implemented.
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Figure 4-6: Timing diagram of the FPGA showing a full interrogation cycle. The horizontal scale represents
1µs per division. The cycles consists of the swept interrogation pulse, a delay to clock out bad samples, a listen
window to record 512 samples, and a read-back to the host PC of the buffered data sweep. The read-back is
done at a rate of 2MHz. A single interrogation cycle last 265µs.

4.3.1

Transmit Chain

Transmit sample streaming between the USRP and host computer has been eliminated by
implementing an interrogation signal generator on the FPGA. This greatly reduces the host
computer processing overhead by eliminating its responsibility to generate and stream transmit
samples. All of the stock transmit DSP on the FPGA was replaced with a module that outputs
predefined samples to yield a desired frequency spectrum and interrogation time length. The
module implemented outputs a linear FM chirp with time length of 1µs and bandwidth of 35 MHz.
The transmit module is in a waiting state until the receive module indicates that the receive process
has finished (Flag: rx_done=1), upon which the interrogation cycle will begin. A state diagram of
the interrogation signal generation module is shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: State diagram of the transmitter state machine that controls the transmission of the SAW sensor
interrogation signal. The module waits for the receiver to indicate that the listen window is complete (Flag:
rx_done=1) and then begins transmission. When the transmission has finished, the receiver begins recording
the sensor response samples.

A MATLAB script generates the two’s compliment binary samples based on the chirp time length
and bandwidth. These samples are hard coded onto the FPGA since the interrogation signal
remains the same for each interrogation cycle. The generated time samples for both the I and Q
channels are shown in Figure 4-8. The chirp frequency and phase for each sample are also given
in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-8: Plot showing the generated chirp samples for both the I and Q channels. These samples are
programmed onto the FPGA to act as the interrogation signal. The chirp consists of 56 samples at a sample
rate of 56MHz. The chirp is 1µs long with a bandwidth of 35MHz.

Both the I and Q samples are generated and output in parallel from the interrogation module. The
parallel samples are input to a double data rate (DDR) module which serializes the data (I on the
positive clock edge and Q on the negative clock edge). The AD9361 is configured by the USRP
to accept data in a serial format. The samples are upconverted to 915 MHz, transformed from
digital to analog, and then amplified before being output on port TX/RX. A spectrum analyzer was
used to capture the spectrum output by the USRP and is compared to the predicted chirp spectrum
in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-9: Frequency and phase of the generated chirp as a function of the sample number. 56 samples are
generated assuming a 56 MHz sampling rate in the FPGA. This yields a time length of the chirp of 1µs.
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Figure 4-10: 3D representation of the chirp I and Q samples to illustrate the phase progression for the negative
and positive frequency components. The generated chirp shown in has been over-sampled for clarity, but has
a time length of 1µs and bandwidth of 35 MHz.
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Figure 4-11: Plot comparing the predicted chirp spectrum versus the spectrum output from the USRP that was
generated on the FPGA. The USRP spectrum is captured at 915 MHz and compared to the predicted baseband
spectrum.

4.3.2

Receive Chain

An FPGA receive module was implemented that synchronizes with the transmit state, defines
a listen window, and buffers a single interrogation sweep in FPGA memory (block RAM). The
receiver module is active when the transmit module indicates that the interrogation pulse has
finished (Flag: tx_done=1). The module is a state machine that cycles through states as the receiver
receives data. A state diagram of the module is given in Figure 4-12. A table describing each state
is also given in Table 5. The receiver saves a total of 512 samples in the RAM sample buffer
(9.15µs listen window at 56 MHz sample rate). Once the buffer is full, the data points are read
from memory to the host computer at a rate of 2 MHz. Figure 4-13 is an oscilloscope measurement
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showing (a) a single interrogation pulse and (b) multiple interrogation pulses. The pulse repetition
interval (PRI) is controlled by the transmit sample strobe (not used for transmit samples in this
design) and can be set by the user depending on the host computer performance. The default
operation would stream samples at the user specified sampling rate, here a 56 MHz rate would be
required. The host computer can easily keep up with the reduced data rate and the full USRP
bandwidth can be utilized without negative system performance.

Figure 4-12: State diagram of the receiver state machine that has been implemented on the USRP FPGA.
Table 5: List of possible states for the receiver state machine and a description of each state. A state diagram
is given in Figure 4-12 for reference.

FPGA Receiver State Machine
State
START

Description
Initialize registers
Wait for the transmit module to signal
finished (tx_done=1)
Drop samples already clocked into FPGA
registers before the interrogation cycle
started. (1µs, 56 samples)
Write samples to FPGA RAM (512x32)
(9.15µs listen window)
Read samples from RAM and pass to host PC

WAIT
DELAY
SAVE
SEND
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-13: Oscilloscope measurements of the transmitted pulse to confirm that the FPGA receiver
modifications are properly timing the interrogation cycle. (a) Captured signal of a single interrogation chirp.
The signal has the correct time length of 1µs. The time scale is 250ns/division. (b) Capture signal showing 3
consecutive transmitted pulses in time. The time scale is 100µs/division.

4.4

External Components to Improve SDR Performance

Further performance enhancement of the USRP can be gained by adding a few selected
external components to increase the transmit power and TX/RX isolation. The USRP B200 has
good output power for many applications (+10 dBm) where another active component will be
communicating with the B200. Because the SAW sensors are passive, any increase in output power
from the interrogator will improve the SNR of the received signal. Adding an amplifier to the
transmit output of the USRP can increase the output power of the interrogation signal, improving
the wireless sensor performance. An external RF switch also provides some advantages which
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improve the system performance. Although there is a port on the USRP which can be used for
transmit and receive, the switch between transmit and receive chains cannot be controlled quickly
enough by the host computer. Ideally, this switch would be controlled by FPGA. Without an
external RF switch, 2 antennas must be used (one each for transmit and receive ports). The
interrogation signal will be directly received by the receive antenna. This limits the transmit output
power due to receiver saturation effects. An external RF switch has been added, which is controlled
by the FPGA, which alleviates these issues and allows a single antenna to be used by switching
between the transmit and receive ports on the USRP. Finally, an enclosure is designed to house
the USRP and external components. A photograph of the USRP with these external components
is shown in Figure 4-14. A schematic diagram depicting the connections to the external
components form the USRP is given in Figure 4-15 for reference. The following sections document
the external components to improve the USRP performance.

Figure 4-14: Photograph of the USRP B200 with external components to improve performance. An amplifier
is added to the transmit chain to increase the output power, allowing for longer wireless range or improved
sensor precision. An RF switch improves the isolation between the transmit and receive lines and allows a single
antenna to be used by switching the antenna between the transmit and receive ports on the USRP.
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Figure 4-15: Schematic depicting the B200 with external components. A Mini-Circuits amplifier is used to
increase the transmit output power, which increases the wireless sensor range. A Mini-Circuits RF switch is
also used to improve the TX/RX isolation as well as allowing a single antenna to be used (instead of one antenna
for transmit and one antenna for receive). The switch is controlled by the FPGA on the USRP.

4.4.1

External RF Switch for TX/RX Isolation

An RF switch (external to the USRP) was added to the system to provide two benefits. First,
the isolation between the transmit and receive ports will be greatly increased, reducing the
interrogation signal direct response which can saturate the receiver and cause distortion. Second,
a single antenna can be switched between the transmit and receive ports. This removes the
requirement of having a separate antenna for both ports. The switch must be capable of extremely
fast switching (<100ns) and must be capable of handling the output power of the system with low
insertion loss. The Mini-Circuits ZFSWA2-63DR+ RF switch was chosen for this application. Its
specifications were compatible with this project with 35ns switching time, 1.15 dB insertion loss
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(at 1GHz), and 1 dB compression at +24 dBm. Selected specifications are given in Table 6 (full
specifications are available in the data sheet at [66]).
Table 6: Selected specifications for the Mini-Circuits ZFSWA2-63DR+ RF switch

Mini-Circuits ZFSWA2-63DR+ RF Switch
Frequency Range

500-6000MHz

Insertion Loss

1.15dB (1000MHz)

Input 1dB Compression

24dBm (1000MHz)

Switching Time

35ns

The RF switch timing must be controlled precisely to synchronize with the interrogation and
receive cycles on the FPGA. The USRP B200 does not have any populated general purpose
input/output (GPIO) ports available for external hardware control. Instead, an unused header for a
GPSDO chip was repurposed to control the RF switch. The switch requires a minimum control
voltage of 2.7V to switch between the two RF ports. While there are other ports on the B200 that
could be repurposed, the GPSDO pin outputs 3.3V at a logic level high. The signal must be
rerouted from another FPGA module. The internal wire name on the FPGA is gps_rxd and the
GPSDO port is Pin #14. The pin location and name are found in the B200 schematics, located at
[67]. Pin #11 on the GPSDO is used for RF switch ground. The pin is set high (3.3V) to select the
RX port and low (0V) to select the TX port. The TX port is switched on 0.5µs before the start of
the interrogation pulse and is turned off 0.5µs after the interrogation pulse. An oscilloscope
measurement showing the interrogation pulse with the RF gate is shown in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16: Oscilloscope measurement showing the interrogation pulse (blue) and the RF switch gate (yellow).
The RF switch opens the transmit port for 2µs (the interrogation pulse is 1µs).

4.4.2

External Amplifier for Increased Output Power

The USRP transmit output power was increased by adding an extra amplifier on the transmit
chain, external to the USRP board. The goal was to achieve a modest power output increase with
>+10 dB gain (to yield >+20 dBm output power). Although much greater output powers are
possible, power amplifiers with >+30 dBm output power become very large due to cooling
requirements. The Mini-Circuits ZX60-H122+ amplifier was chosen due to its specifications that
worked well for this project. Its operation frequency range is 500-1200 MHz, has high output
power of +23 dBm, and has a small footprint of 1”×1”. Selected specifications for the ZX60H122+ are given in Table 7 (full specifications available in the data sheet at [68]).
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Table 7: Selected specifications for the ZX60-H122+ amplifier.

Mini-Circuits ZX60-H122+ Amplifier
Frequency Range

500-1200 MHz

Gain

14.9 dB (900 MHz)

Output Power (1dB Compression)

22.8 dBm (900 MHz)

A network analyzer was used to confirm the amplifier specifications given in the data sheet. S21
and S11 measurements were taken over a wide frequency range (0 MHz to 3 GHz). The
measurements are shown in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-17: S-Parameter measurements of the Mini-Circuits ZX60-H122+ amplifier.
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The amplifier was attached to the output of the USRP and the output power was measured. Figure
4-18 gives the measured output power at +21.2 dBm (a 10 dB attenuator was used to protect the
power measuring equipment). These measurements show that the amplifier achieves the goal of
greater than +20 dBm output and it has a small footprint that can be easily integrated into an
enclosure.

Figure 4-18: Measured channel power with the amplifier used to increase the output power of the USRP. A 10
dB attenuator is on the input of the spectrum analyzer to protect the equipment. Accounting for the 10 dB of
attenuation, the output power is +21 dBm.

4.4.3

Enclosure for B200 and External Components

An enclosure was designed to house the radio components. The enclosure shields the USRP
from external wireless interference (as well as shield the environment from USRP leakage fields)
and allows fans to be mounted to cool the radio components. Protocase Designer, a CAD tool for
modeling enclosures and having them manufactured, was used to develop the enclosure for the
USRP and external components [69]. The 3D CAD model developed in Protocase Designer is
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shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20. The manufactured enclosure with installed components is
seen in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22.

Figure 4-19: CAD model of the front view of the enclosure that was designed to house the B200 and external
components. The antenna port, as well as a fan grill and indicator light cutout, are visible.

Figure 4-20: CAD model of the rear panel view of the enclosure that was designed to house the B200 and
external components. Cutouts were made for a power switch, power port, USB3.0 connector, and rear fan.
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Figure 4-21: Photograph of the manufactured enclosure showing the installed components. The enclosure
measures 25×20×5cm (10”×8”×2”) and has a mass of 860g (1.9 lbs.) when all of the components are installed.

Figure 4-22: Photograph of the manufactured enclosure showing the front and rear panels. The front panel
includes an SMA port to attach an antenna. The rear panel includes an ON/OFF switch, power port, and
USB3.0 port.
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4.5

Host Computer Software and Post Processing

Software running on the host computer has been implemented in Python™ to server multiple
purposes. First, the software creates an interface between the host computer and the USRP using
the USRP Hardware Drivers (UHD) and GNU Radio. This interface programs the USRP (center
frequency, gain, bandwidth, etc.) and collects the sensor response data. Second, a matched filter
correlator (previously developed at the University of Central Florida (UCF) using MATLAB) has
been ported to Python™ to extract the SAW sensor information, in this case extracting temperature
[70]. A block diagram illustrating the layout of the software is shown in Figure 4-23.

Figure 4-23: Block diagram of the software implemented on the host computer for data capture and post
processing. UHD handles the data transfer and programming of the USRP. GNU Radio provides useful
programming and DSP blocks for the USRP data. The received data is processed by a matched filter correlator
to extract the temperature or other measurand.

The interface between the USRP and host computer is made using UHD and GNU Radio. The
USRP Source/Sink blocks are utilized in GNU Radio to program the USRP (center frequency,
clock rate, Tx/Rx gain, and input/output transceiver ports). A custom Python block (“UCF Sink”)
stores a user specified number of received samples in a memory vector until the main program
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reads it for post processing. The received data includes the interrogation chirp which is used as a
transmit signal reference waveform to deconvolve the chirp from the received data.
The ‘UCF Sink’ block is initialized by the user with the sweep size (samples for each sweep)
and the number of averages for each reading. The block then allocates memory to hold the total
number of samples requested for each sweep (sweep size × number of averages). When the USRP
starts provided samples, these samples are stored in the ‘UCF Sink’ block memory until the
memory vector is full. A flag is set indicating that the memory vector is full. The main program
polls the block until the vector full flag is true and then calls the get_data function. The memory
vector is copied to the main program memory for post processing. Finally, the memory vector
index is reset and new samples fill the memory. A block diagram of the ‘UCF Sink’ block is shown
in Figure 4-24:

Figure 4-24: Block diagram of the custom Python block implemented in GNU Radio called ‘UCF Sink’.
Incoming samples are stored in a memory vector. Once the vector is full, the main correlator software routines
will copy the data for post processing.

A software matched filter correlator has been previously developed at UCF using MATLAB
[70]. To achieve the maximum performance with the USRP as well as allowing the software to be
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compatible with all operating systems and embedded computers, the correlation software has been
ported to Python. This allows a single program to directly access data from the USRP and process
that data to extract temperature. A set of matched filters is generated for each sensor in the system,
where each matched filter corresponds to a specific temperature of the sensor (the user specifies
the minimum and maximum temperatures as well as the temperature resolution). The matched
filters are scaled using a frequency scaling factor (FSF), based on calibrated sensor parameters.
The received sensor signal is correlated with each matched filter. The matched filter which yields
the maximum correlation peak corresponds to the temperature of the current sensor being
processed.
A graphical user interface (GUI) was designed which allows control over the radio and postprocessing options and provides plots of the extracted data and received sensor signals for
diagnostics. The interface can be used to set options such as the number of averages, number of
measurements to take, enabling sensor statistics, and selecting the radio in use. The USRP can also
be controlled by selecting the gain settings and FPGA image. A configuration file for the radio
contains the options for center frequency, number of points per sweep, radio model, and radio type.
The measurements can be started and stopped from the window and the measurements can be
logged to a text file. A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Figure 4-25.
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Figure 4-25: Screenshot of the user interface designed to let the user interact with the software and take sensor
measurements. The menu bar allows the user to set options that control the USRP and post-processing tasks.
The window shown has plots for the raw and processed time data (upper plots), the frequency domain of the
received signal (lower left plot), and the frequency scaling factor plot (lower right plot).

4.6

Alternate Interrogator Embodiments

Various interrogator prototype embodiments were investigated. In particular, an embedded
interrogator unit, which includes a built in miniature computer for post processing, and a mini
interrogator unit, which utilizes a miniature SDR, were developed. These embodiments were
explored to determine the utility of alternate interrogator configurations. A photograph of all of
the interrogator embodiments developed during this research is shown in Figure 4-26.
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Figure 4-26: Family of prototype SAW sensor interrogator units that have been developed using an SDR
transceiver. The base unit (black-left) contains the USRP B200 and requires an external host computer. The
embedded unit (blue-right) has a built in microcomputer (Minnowboard Max) and only requires a monitor,
keyboard, and mouse to interface with the unit. The miniature unit (yellow-middle) utilizes the USRP B200mini
which greatly reduces the system dimensions and weight.

4.6.1

Interrogator with Embedded Computer

For certain applications it is not always possible to have a laptop or desktop computer available
for post-processing the received SAW sensor responses. A solution would be a stand-alone
interrogator unit that has an embedded processing unit to extract the sensor information. An
embedded computer was chosen that would natively run Linux (Ubuntu), support USB3.0 for the
USRP, and be small enough to integrate into the current enclosure dimensions. A high performance
processor is also necessary to run the Python correlator matched filter routines and handle the high
sample rates from the USRP. The MinnowBoard MAX was chosen for its powerful specifications
in a small form factor. It is configured with a dual-core, 1.33 GHz Intel Atom processor, 2GB
RAM, and a USB3.0 port. Additionally, it is very compact with dimensions of 10cm×7.5cm
(4”×3”). The Desktop version of Ubuntu 15.02 was installed on the system which allow the USRP
drivers, GNU Radio, and matched filter correlator software packages to run natively without any
special modifications. The enclosure design was modified to mount the MinnowBoard and to
incorporate ports for USB (keyboard and mouse), Ethernet, and HDMI (external display). The
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system consumes less than 15W of power when actively interrogating SAW sensors. A photograph
of the enclosure is shown in Figure 4-27. The internal components are shown in a photograph in
Figure 4-28.

Figure 4-27: Photograph of the SAW sensor interrogator unit with integrated embedded computer. A
keyboard, mouse, and external display are required for operation but it could also be configured for head-less
operation in remote locations.
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Figure 4-28: Photograph of the internal components of the SDR interrogator unit with embedded computer.
The enclosure houses the USRP B200, MinnowBoard MAX, external RF components, and DC circuitry.

4.6.2

Mini Interrogator

A miniature version of the USRP B200, the USRP B200mini, was released by Ettus Research
which greatly reduced the size of the SDR transceiver. The B200mini differs from the B200 in that
it lacks the extra hardware on the PCB for 2x2 transceiver operation (USRP B210 model) and it
does not include headers for a GPSDO receiver. It has a footprint of 8.3×5.1cm, as opposed to the
B200 footprint of 15.5×9.7cm. Due to the reduced size of the SDR, a new enclosure was designed
to house the SDR and external RF components. The entire unit is 18×15×5cm (7”×6”×2”) and
weighs approximately 0.7kg (1.5lbs). A photograph of the completed unit is presented in Figure
4-29 and a photograph of the internal components is shown in Figure 4-30.
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Figure 4-29: Photograph of the miniature SAW sensor interrogation unit. The front panel includes an SMA
connector to attach the antenna. The rear panel includes power and USB ports. The unit dimensions are
18×15×5cm (7”×6”×2”) and it weights approximately 0.7kg (1.5lbs).

Figure 4-30: Photograph of the internal components of the miniature SDR interrogator unit. The enclosure
houses the B200mini, RF switch, transmit amplifier, and DC circuitry for power.
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CHAPTER 5: INTERROGATING WIRELESS SAW SENSORS WITH THE
SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO
Demonstration of the complete SAW sensor system is accomplished by interrogating passive,
wireless SAW temperature and strain sensors with the SDR interrogation unit. This chapter
discusses the SAW device design at 915MHz that is adapted for both temperature and strain
measurements. Consideration is also given measurement precision and measurement improvement
by integration of multiple SAW sensor responses. Multi-sensor operation is also presented,
demonstrating simultaneous operation of four (4) temperature sensors as well as interrogating
temperature and strain sensors at the same time.

5.1

SAW Device Design

Two sets of SAW sensors were designed specifically for the USRP system. They were
designed to fit within the system bandwidth and listen window. The sensors are fabricated on YZLiNbO3. The SAW devices are centered at 915MHz and have bandwidths less than the
interrogation signal bandwidth (35MHz) to allow some margin for the center frequency to drift
with temperature.
The first set of sensors consisted of two unique sensors. The goal of this sensor set was to test
various sensor designs with the USRP system. The first device, identified as usrp-m1-d1, has an
initial delay time of 2µs, 3 OFC chips, and a bandwidth of 30MHz. The second device, identified
as usrp-m1-d3, has an initial delay of 3µs, 5 OFC chips, and bandwidth of 26MHz. The usrp-m1d3 device is compatible with the 915MHz ISM band in the United States [71]. The usrp-m1-d1
device utilizes a standard Bragg reflector design for each of the three OFC chips. The usrp-m1-d3
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device, on the other hand, utilizes a withdrawal weighted reflector design to optimize the device
response [72]. This reduces distortion of the time responses due to intra-electrode ringing, which
is typical in long Bragg reflectors and take longer to decay in time [73]. A time domain plot for
each sensor is given in Figure 5-1. The double transit of usrp-m1-d1 is visible in the time domain
plot beginning at 4µs. Future designs will need to suppress or avoid this double transit as it causes
interference with other sensor responses, which reduces the SNR [16]. Techniques for reducing
the multi-transit response include unidirectional or withdrawal weighted transducer structures [74,
75]. A long delay to the first sensor response can also help to move the double transit out further
in time, missing the time windows of other sensor responses.

Figure 5-1: Time domain response of the first set of designed sensors to operate with the USRP. (a) Device usrpm1-d1, with a response that begins at 2µs and has 3 OFC chips. The double transit can be clearly seen at 4µs.
(b) Device usrp-m1-d3, with a response that begins at 3µs and has 5 OFC chips. There is much less time
distortion in the usrp-m1-d3 device.
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The second set of sensors consisted of 4 unique sensors. Lessons learned from the previous
sensor set design were applied which included use of the withdrawal weighted reflectors and
choosing an initial delay that allowed the double transits of all sensors to fall outside the sensor set
time window. The initial delay to the first sensor response was chosen to be 2.5µs, meaning the
double transit would show up at 5µs. All four sensors’ responses must be inside this time window
between 2.5µs-5.0µs to avoid the double transit of a sensor falling on top of another sensor’s main
response. The maximum delay is constrained by the size of the photolithographic mask used to
fabricate the sensors. Each sensor is comprised of 4 OFC chips and each response is approximately
570ns long. A table of the design specifications for this sensor set is given in Table 8. The time
response of all the sensors is also shown in Figure 5-2.
Table 8: usrp-m2 sensor set design specifications.

Sensor Delay and Code Sequence
Device

Code

Delay to

Name

Sequence

First Chip

OFC Reflectors
Bit #

Frequency

Number of

(MHz)

Reflector

(µs)

Strips

usrp-m2-d1

3,1,2,4

2.57

1

909.91

127

usrp-m2-d2

1,4,3,2

3.25

2

916.99

128

usrp-m2-d3

2,1,4,3

3.92

3

924.07

129

usrp-m2-d4

4,2,3,1

4.60

4

931.15

130
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Figure 5-2: Time response of usrp-m2 sensor set. The center frequency of operation is 915MHz and the sensors
have a bandwidth of 28MHz. The sensors are fabricated on YZ-LiNbO3 and are designed to operate
simultaneously.

After fabrication and dicing, the sensors are packaged and mounted to an antenna. A photograph
of a sensor attached to an antenna is shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: Photograph of a packaged SAW sensor attached to a small dipole antenna. The antenna dimensions
are 10cm×2.5cm (4in.×1in.). A coin (U.S. Quarter) is shown for size reference.
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5.2

SAW Temperature Sensors

The designed sensors were interrogated by the USRP transceiver and the temperature was
extracted by processing the received data with the software correlator on the host computer. The
first test was a single wireless SAW sensor with a wired reference thermocouple. The sensors were
cooled (cold nitrogen gas) and heated (electric heat gun) randomly for a few minutes. After heating
and cooling, the temperature of the sensors was left to return to room temperature. These
measurements are shown in Figure 5-4. The wireless SAW sensor tracks the thermocouple
temperature very well, confirming that the system was functioning as intended and with good
performance with accurate measurements. A second experiment was performed, this time with all
four sensors from the usrp-m2 device set operating simultaneously. Two of the sensors were heated
(electric heat gun) or cooled (cold nitrogen gas) randomly. The other two sensors were left to
remain at room temperature. The extracted temperature for each sensor is plotted in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-4: Extracted temperature for a single wireless SAW sensor with a reference thermocouple. The sensors
were heated (electric heat gun) and cooled (cold nitrogen gas) randomly and then returned to room
temperature. The wireless SAW sensor is able to track the wired thermocouple temperature very well.
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Figure 5-5: Simultaneous interrogation of four (4) wireless SAW temperature sensors. Two of the sensors were
heated (electric heat gun) or cooled (cold nitrogen gas) randomly. The other two sensors were left to remain at
room temperature. Some variability is seen in the measurements due to inter-sensor interference.

5.2.1

Wireless Temperature Precision

The extracted precision of the SAW sensor measurement can be improved by averaging
multiple data sweeps (coherent integration) before performing the correlation routing to extract
the sensor measurement. This is due to the SNR improvement by averaging out random noise from
the environment and system. A high SNR (>20 dB) has been shown in recent work to give a
standard deviation of temperature measurements at constant temperature of better than 0.5°C by
using a VNA [15]. A single sensor was placed at a wireless range of 15cm (6in.) from the USRP
antenna and the sensor temperature was held constant. The USRP TX gain was set to 70dB (-10
dBm peak output power) and the RX gain was set to 30 dB. 100 measurements were taken for
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averages varying between 1 and 1000. The extracted temperature for these measurements is shown
in Figure 5-6 for 1 and 1000 averages. The standard deviation for each test was also calculated and
is presented in Figure 5-7. The extracted temperature precision is greatly improved by averaging
multiple sensor responses. The system is capable of receiving 1000 data sweeps, averaging them,
and extracting the temperature in approximately 200ms.

Figure 5-6: Plot showing the extracted temperature of a single sensor while increasing the number of averages.
100 temperature readings were made at constant temperature for 1 and 1000 averages. The extracted
temperature precision is greatly improved by increased the number of averages. The wireless range was 15cm
(6in.).
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Figure 5-7: Standard deviation of extracted temperature of a single sensor while increasing the number of
averages. The temperature was held constant for this measurement and 100 readings were taken for each
number of averages. The wireless range is 15cm (6in.). The SNR improvement due to increasing the number of
averages greatly increases the extracted temperature precision. The figure is plotted with log-log scales.

The external components to improve the system performance also can improve the precision
of the extracted measurements. The TX/RX switch that was added to the system greatly improves
the isolation between the transmit and receive chains, allowing a much higher output power to be
used. With this improvement, a power amplifier could also be added to increase the output power.
Both of these enhancements should increase the SNR of the received signal for a given test setup.
Temperature measurements were made at room temperature with the SDR interrogator with and
without the external RF components. The deviation of each measurement from the mean
temperature value was plotted for each case and compared in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Plot comparing temperature extraction precision for the SDR interrogator with and without the
external RF components.

These results show great improvement in the system operation with the RF switch and transmit
power amplifier. A lower number of averages can now be used to achieve the same measurement
precision, allowing for much faster measurements.

5.2.2

Wireless Range Measurements

The wireless range to a sensor also dictates the sensor measurement precision. Propagation
loss and other fading effects will reduce the signal to noise ratio as the wireless range is increased.
This can, of course, be mitigated quickly by increasing the number of averages or by using a higher
gain antenna. An experiment was performed by testing various antennas attached to the SDR
interrogator and increasing the wireless range to the sensor until the standard deviation of the
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measurements becomes very high. The sensor is attached to a simple dipole antenna with
approximately 2-3 dBi gain, as shown in Figure 5-3. Three (3) different antennas were tested as
the interrogation antenna. These consisted of a monopole antenna (3 dBi), and Yagi antenna (9
dBi), and a parabolic antenna (19 dBi). The system was configured for 1000 integrations. The test
was performed outside in an area that was relatively quiet in terms of external, man-made RF noise
in the 915MHz ISM band. The results from this experiment are given in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9: Wireless measurements of a SAW temperature sensor with increasing range and three antenna
types. The antennas used were a monopole with 3 dBi gain, a Yagi with 9 dBi gain, and a parabolic with 19 dBi
gain. All antennas operate at 915 MHz. The standard deviation for 100 sensor measurements was taken for
varying distances from the interrogator.
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5.3

SAW Strain Sensors

The devices from the USRP-M2 mask set were adapted as strain sensors in the configuration
shown in Figure 3-13 from strain sensor embodiment #2. The steel cantilever from previous tests
was also emulated as shown in Figure 3-19. An Omega strain gage was again installed next to the
SAW device to serve as a comparison for the SAW sensor performance. The software to calculate
strain based on a zero and load calibration was ported from MATLAB into the Python™ based
correlation system. An initial test was performed with the SAW strain sensor by loading the
cantilever test structure with various masses. The interrogator was configured for 10 integrations
and the sensor was placed at a wireless range of 30cm (1ft.). The results from this test are given in
Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Wireless test of the SAW strain sensor at a range of 30cm (1ft.) with 10 integrations using the SDR
interrogation system. Each measurement takes approximately 20-30ms to complete. Some variability is seen in
the measurements due to a relatively low SNR.

This test showed that the SAW strain sensor was in good agreement with the wired strain gage.
Some measurement variability is seen due to a relatively low SNR. The precision of the
measurements can be improved by increasing the number of SAW responses that are averaged for
each measurement. The experiment was repeated, this time with 1000 integrations. The results are
shown in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11: Wireless test of the SAW strain sensor at a range of 30cm (1ft.) with 1000 integrations using the
SDR interrogation system. Each measurement takes approximately 200-300ms to complete. The measurement
variability is reduced due to the increase in SNR by using 1000 averages.

This experiment showed a great improvement in the measurement precision of the wireless SAW
strain sensor. A final test was performed to emulate the stair step strain measurement experiment
presented in Figure 3-24. Mass was added to the end of the cantilever test structure in 200g
increments, which corresponds to approximately 25µε per step. The masses were then removed in
succession to demonstrate that the sensor would return to the previous states. The sensor was
placed at a wireless range of 30cm (1ft.) from the interrogator antenna. The results from this
experiment are shown in Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-12: Stair-step experiment comparing the performance of the SAW strain sensor using the SDR
interrogation system. The wireless range of the SAW sensor is 30cm (1ft.). Load was added/removed to/from
the cantilever in 200g steps (approximately 25µε per step). Each measurement consists of 1000 averages of the
SAW sensor response.

The results from this experiment are also presented to show the linearity of the measurements
over the range of applied strain. A plot showing the extracted strain for both the SAW strain sensor
and Omega strain gage versus applied strain is given in Figure 5-13. The wireless SAW strain
sensor is in good agreement with the wired strain gage. This type of measurement could also be
used to correct for any non-linearity in the SAW sensor measurement that may be due to the
adhesive or other small effects.
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Figure 5-13: Plot comparing the linearity of the measurements made by both the SAW strain sensor and Omega
strain gage. Error bars are shown for the SAW strain sensor measurements to demonstrate that the
measurements can be very precise.

5.3.1 Wireless Strain Precision
As with the wireless temperature measurements, the precision of the wireless strain
measurements can be improved with averaging. A single sensor was placed at a wireless range of
30cm (12in.) from the USRP antenna and the sensor temperature was held constant. A constant
load of 1kg was added to the test structure, which corresponds to 130µε on the SAW strain sensor.
500 strain measurements were taken for averages varying between 1 and 1000. The standard
deviation of each set of measurements was calculated and is presented in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14: Standard deviation of extracted strain of a single sensor while increasing the number of averages.
The strain was held constant for this measurement and 500 readings were taken for each number of averages.
The wireless range is 30cm (1ft.). The SNR improvement due to increasing the number of averages greatly
increases the extracted strain precision. The figure is plotted with log-log scales.

These results show that the experimental measurement precision improvement does not follow
the theoretical precision improvement. These measurements differ from the temperature precision
measurements in that high gain planar Yagi antennas were used for both the interrogator antenna
and the sensors antenna. The gain of the antenna is approximately 6 dBi. The higher gain increases
the SNR but can have various unintended effects if the receiver is not optimized for certain
scenarios, such as when the received signal power is high. In the direct conversion architecture
utilized in the SDR used to interrogate the SAW sensors, the local oscillator is a source of selfinterference whose presence can be worsened by coherent integration and increased power of the
received signal. The local oscillator is present in both the transmit and receive chains on the SDR.
This interference will limit the overall improvement due to coherent integration. The receiver noise
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floor may also be improved with an external low noise amplifier. This can help amplify the
received SAW signal without amplifying the local oscillator signal. These issues could be
eliminated by using a notch filter to remove the local oscillator from the received signal spectrum
or by using a heterodyne approach with multiple mixing stages to offset the local oscillator so it
does not appear at center frequency.

5.3.2

Strain Sensitivity with the SDR

The strain sensitivity for this embodiment extracted wirelessly using the SDR interrogator to
quantify the change in frequency due to applied strain. The sensitivity is given in parts-per-million
per micro-strain (ppm/µε). The shift in frequency is calculated between a 0kg and 1kg load on the
test structure. Equation 3.31 is utilized to calculate the sensitivity of the strain sensor. As the
measurement may vary slightly due to noise in the wireless environment, five (5) measurements
were taken to extract the strain sensitivity and then averaged. The SAW device used was usrp-m2d2. The results are given in Table 9.
Table 9: Extracted strain sensitivity of the SAW strain sensor (usrp-m2-d4) using the SDR interrogator. These
results can be compared with Table 2.

Test #:
Extracted Sensitivity (ppm/µε):

1

2

3

4

5

-1.27

-0.96

-0.84

-0.91

-1.22

Average Sensitivity (ppm/µε):

-1.04

Compared with the results found in Table 2, the extracted strain sensitivity is slightly lower. There
are a few differences that may account for this. A different strain gage adhesive, Micro108

Measurements M-Bond 200, was used for the usrp-m2 devices that were used as strain sensors.
This adhesive had the benefit of easier installation as it cured almost instantly and doesn’t require
heat for curing. The trade-off is worse elongation properties (>5%) and shorter field life. The SAW
device design is different from the previous chapter as well and may play a role in the sensitivity
of the sensor.

5.4

Multi-Sensor Operation (Temperature and Strain Sensors)

Another goal for the SDR system operation was to demonstrate both temperature and strain
SAW sensors operating simultaneously in a wireless configuration. A feature was added to the
Python™ software to identify the sensor type based on the sensor configuration file. This allows
the software to perform post-processing steps based on the sensor type. Both sensors are
interrogated simultaneously and then processed sequentially after the sensor responses have been
received. A photograph of the system with both sensors is shown in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-15: Photograph of the test area with both SAW temperature sensor and SAW strain sensor. Both
sensors are interrogated simultaneously by the SDR interrogator. The software is configured to identify the
sensor type based on a sensor configuration file.

A test was performed by placed both sensors a short distance from the SDR interrogation system.
The system was configured for 3000 averages and the noise-like interrogation signal was used.
The SAW temperature sensor was heated with a hot air gun and then left to return to room
temperature. The SAW strain sensor was strained by placing various loads on the cantilever test
structure. The measurements were logged and are shown in Figure 5-16.
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Figure 5-16: Simultaneous interrogation of a SAW temperature sensor and a SAW strain sensor. The
temperature sensor was heated with a hot air gun and then left to return to room temperature. Various loads
were placed on the test structure with the strain sensor.

This experiment demonstrated that multiple SAW sensor types are able to be operated
simultaneously. Other sensing embodiments, such as gas concentration and biological monitoring,
are planned to be added to further enhance the software.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
This dissertation presented the design of a passive, wireless SAW strain sensor and software
defined radio interrogator. Two strain sensing embodiments have been developed. The first
embodiment studied strain as in relates to time delay changes in the device. These lessons were
applied to a second embodiment which was developed to measure a test structure under load. The
SAW strain sensor exhibited a sensitivity of -1.80 ppm/µε, which is comparable to a wired foil
strain gage. Results show that the wireless SAW OFC strain sensor can provide accurate
measurements which are comparable to a wired strain gage.
An interrogator has been developed using the USRP B200 by Ettus Research™. The stock
FPGA design has been altered to implement functionality necessary to operate the USRP as a
wide-band, pulsed interrogation system. The interrogation signal is generated on the FPGA and a
receive module was added which synchronizes to the interrogation pulse. The transmitter is
capable of outputting a 1µs linear frequency sweep (chirp), but other interrogation signals could
be programmed in the FPGA. Functionality was added to the receiver to buffer samples in block
RAM on the FPGA and perform the synchronization. This allows the full 56MHz sample rate to
be utilized in a pulsed mode without the USB3.0 streaming bottleneck. Post-processing and SDR
control has been implemented in Python™ and utilized the USRP hardware drivers and GNU
Radio. The complete system has been demonstrated by interrogating passive, wireless SAW
temperature and strain sensors at 915MHz. Temperature and strain measurements were made
simultaneously with separate SAW sensors.
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Further enhancement of the SAW strain sensor can be gained in terms of sensor integration
and temperature stability. Temperature sensitivity remains a concern for the SAW strain sensor
design. Results presented in this work have shown that YZ-LiNbO3 is 40-50 times more sensitive
to temperature than strain. For applications where near constant temperature cannot be guaranteed,
this will pose issues with the sensor measurements. There are a few methods of temperature
compensation being considered to improve the design such that the sensor may be deployed in
practical applications where temperature is not constant. One approach utilizes differential
measurements on the SAW device to extract temperature and strain, simultaneously. The
temperature effects could then be removed from the strain measurement. The challenge lies in
ensuring that strain on the device does not affect temperature and vice versa as the entire device
may be strained, depending on the application. Another technique that is available is to make use
of a thin film overlay, such as SiO2, to reduce the device TCF to nearly zero [76]. This procedure
requires a slightly more complicated fabrication as an extra mask step is needed for the SiO2
deposition. This technique, though, has the advantage of not requiring an extra processing step to
extract the temperature first.
The SAW strain sensor would also benefit from a complete packaging approach to protect the
sensor and ease installation. Currently, the design requires that the sensor and antenna connection
site be bonded separately to the structure under test and then connected via soldered bond wires.
Ideally, the sensor would be contained in a single, complete package that only requires the sensor
package to be bonded to the test structure. Fully packaging the SAW die will reduce strain
measurement sensitivity, but good results has been shown with minimal loss in sensitivity [59].
This would also have the benefit of further the sensor footprint. Further size reduction can also be
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gained by engineering the wireless link for specific applications to limit the size of the antenna.
The connection to the off-die connection pad also causes some complications for installation of
the sensor. Currently, the bond wires must be connected to the device before gluing the sensor to
the test structure. This makes it difficult to ensure good clamping pressure on the SAW die during
adhesive curing as to not damage the bonds. To eliminate this, future designs can use a conductive
epoxy to connect the SAW die to the off-die connection pad. The bond wires would be eliminated
and the adhesive can be cured properly. These improvements will allow for a practical and accurate
passive, wireless strain sensor to be designed that can be used in a variety of applications.
The SDR interrogator has a few areas where improvement could be made to increase the
measurement speed and optimize the RF characteristics to increase the sensor SNR. Two potential
methods to increase the rate of measurements could be migrating some of the matched filter
correlator and averaging routines to the FPGA on-board the SDR. These operations could be
performed in real-time on the FPGA, greatly increasing the SAW sensor measurement extraction
rate and reducing the load on the host CPU. This task, though, would not be a trivial upgrade and
would require extensive engineering time and effort to implement in a way that is scalable and
configurable. The Python™ post-processing software could also be ported to a compiled language,
such as C++, where speed of processing could be greatly improved. This also increases the
complexity of the software and would require careful consideration for implementation on
different hardware platforms. Careful consideration can also be given to the design of the external
RF components to optimize the SDR performance. A low-noise-amplifier (LNA) could be utilized
to pre-amplify the incoming SAW sensor response and reduce the noise figure of the SDR. The
isolation between the transmit and receive chains can also be improved as it will ultimately limit
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the amount of output power that be transmitted and the transmitter can act as a source selfinterference.
Particular interest has been shown in decreasing the size and mass of the SDR interrogator. A
high performance, hand held interrogator with built in processing is possible by giving
consideration to the integration of the SDR with external components and enclosure. The external
RF components and DC circuitry could be integrated onto a dedicated PCB, avoiding the
connectors and packaging with the components currently in use. Custom cabling and enclosures
would also be necessary to optimize the amount of volume required to house all of the components.
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